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Welcome to ACS ... 

and, to returning readers, patrons, and 
other friends of Academic Comput
ing Services, welcome back. 

This issue of the ACS News
letter summarizes our services and fa
cilities, including our consulting ser
vices, software, hardware, publications, 
and more. 

This special issue goes to all Twin 
Cities faculty. If you'd like to be on 
our Newsletter mailing list, call 625-
7397 or use the form on the back page 
of this issue. Subscriptions are free. 

Have a great year. 

Accounts 
and 

Computing Grants. 
See page 194. 

Short Course 
Schedule for 

Fall1990. 
See page 239. 
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New Challenges, New Services: 
ACS in a Period of Change 

Michael Skow 
MMSKOW@UMNACVX 

D n the summer of 1989 ACS reorganized. That reorganization and our 
reduced budget left us with fewer people and a shift in emphasis. The 

past fifteen-month period has been one of adjustment to these changes in the 
midst of increasing demands for our services. 

The anticipated decline in the use of our CYBER NOS system, accompanied 
by increased use of our UNIX and VMS systems, is presenting interesting 
opportunities in budgetary and technological problem-solving. The decline 
in NOS use meant a decline in income but little reduction in fixed costs; the 
increased use of our other systems had only a minor effect on our income. At 
the same time, we pushed to introduce new services that both drew upon and 
supported the U Diversity's information technology investment. In this article 
I want to discuss some of these services, which are due to the fme efforts of 
a dedicated staff who treat adversities as a challenges and problems as 
opportunities. 

Systems 

To meet the expected demand for UNIX services, we doubled the ENCORE 
system's central memory to 128 megabytes, added two gigabytes of mass 
storage, and upgraded the central processors to quadruple their speed, 
producing a 50-plus million instruction per second UNIX capability. 

On the VMS front, we created a VAX cluster that allowed us to off-load our 
largest user to a dedicated system and assign other systems to specific groups 
or tasks, freeing resources on the VAX 8650. In doing this, our total VMS 
capability rose from 6 MIPS and 6 gigabytes mass storage to 21 MIPS and 11 
gigabytes mass storage. We installed two ffiM 3480-compatible cartridge 
tape units on the cluster for you to use and to speed up our increasingly 
demanding file backup task. Finally, we installed our first CD-ROM readers. 
These readers hold VMS on-line documentation for presentation in 
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Help Page 

ACS HELP-Lines 

Central Systems (UX,VX,VZ,CA): 

Software (including Graphics, Databases, and 
Statistics Packages), Hardware, Networking 

626-5592 8 am to 5 pm, weekdays 

Artificial Intelligence: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

Liberal Arts, Text Analysis: 

625-8332 3 to 4 pm, Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday 

LUMINA (communications questions): 

626-2272 8 am to 5 pm, weekdays 

Lauderdale Tape Library: 

626-1838 9 am to 3 pm, weekdays 

Microcomputer and Workstation Networks Center 

Micro Helpline 

626-4276 9 am to 4 pm, weekdays 

Consulting 

Walk-In Consulting 

ACS, East Bank: 

1 Nicholson Hall 10 am to 4 pm, 
Monday through Friday 

Microcomputer and Workstation 
Networks Center: 

125 Shepherd Lab 9 am to 4 pm, 
Monday through Friday 

Electronic Mail Consulting 

Consulting is now available via the mail facility on all ACS 
systems (the UX, VX, VZ, and CA). Send mail to user 
name CONSULT for questions after hours and for low
priority questions that are not critical to your immediate 
computing work. Replies will be sent to your account 
through the mail facility on your system. 

Instructional Computing 
Consultant 

Department instructors may call 626-0200 for assistance 
in choosing ACS systems (ENCORE/UNIX, V AXNMS, 
CYBER/NOS), software, and for answers to any other 
inquiries on using computers for instructional computing. 

Computing Information Center 
1 Nicholson Hall, 625-7397, MAo@UMNAcvx, MAo@vx.ACS.UMN.Eou 

8 am to noon and 1 :00 to 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday 

Computing account and grant applications available for 
ENCORE, VAX, and CYBER computers. 

Short course enrollment. Short course schedules and class 
descriptions available. 

Assistance in ordering vendor documentation. Vendor 
documentation is not always available in the University 
bookstores and may be ordered directly from the company. 

Complete documentation collection. Reference copies of 
vendor and all other documentation for ACS software. 

Free A CS documentation. General information and central 
system information available. 

Computing Newsletters. Subscribe to the ACS Newsletter. 
Newsletters from other computing centers are also available 
for reference. 
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continued from page 189 

DECwindows format and enable us to distribute DEC 
software. (See Marisa Riviere's article on "The VMS 
Cluster: A Review," elsewhere in this issue, for more 
information.) 

To allow uninterrupted operation of network printing, we 
installed a SUN SPARCStation dedicated to the task of 
serving campus printing. (Previously, ACS systems had 
been linked to 30 campus printers using the ENCORE as 
a server.) Also, we converted the last of our staffed 
campus laser printers to PostScript printers. 

This summer, we replaced the CYBER 845 with a slower 
dual processor CYBER 830, which we purchased on the 
used market. The declining use of NOS allowed us to 
reduce our hardware and software maintenance costs with 
this smaller system. 

For more information about our hardware, see Lawrence 
Liddiard's article elsewhere in this issue. 

Services 

Our Engineering Services group had another record year 
for service requests. In addition to our repair services, we 
introduced an upgrade program for Macintosh internal 
disk drives, began a "one-stop" service for the sale and 
installation of Mac CPU upgrades, and continued the 
popular program for SUN workstation magnetic tape and 
disk upgrades. (For more information about Engineering 
Services, see Don Clark's article in this issue.) 

We surveyed you, our customers, to find out what services 
needed improvement and what things we were doing well. 
One of the changes we made as a result of this study was 
tostreamlinetheHELP-Linefunctionbycombiningseveral 
HELP-Lines operating at odd times during the day into a 
single full-day operation. (See John Larsen's article on 
our consulting services for more information.) 

We introduced a VMS system facility management service 
with options ranging from installation planning to general 
system management. This service should be particularly 
attractive to departments or research projects that need the 
local control and budgetary certainty resulting from owning 

their own system, but also need access to ACS expertise. 
A related new service is the distribution and support of 
DEC VMS and UNIX software products, made possible 
by DEC' sCampus SoftwareLicenseGrantandEducational 
Software Library programs. Over 150 systems on the 
Twin Cities, Duluth, and Morris campuses are now using 
this service. 

POPmail and LOOKUP are two examples of new services 
that exploit the University's existing microcomputer and 
workstation network. POPmail, developed by the Mi
crocomputerand Workstation Networks Center (MWNC), 
is an easy-to-use electronic mail system that runs on 
networked Macs and PCs. For $20 per year, we offer 
POPmail users "mailboxes" on the UNIX or VMS systems 
that can reach or be reached by electronic mail addresses 
around the world. LOOKUP provides on-line access to 
the student/staff directory, free to anyone who can access 
our UNIX or VMS systems. The MWNC has developed 
a HyperCard stack called Address Finder that allows 
Macintosh users to access this directory server as well as 
other directory servers at other universities. 

Facilities 

A minor aftershock of last year's reorganization was the 
recent transfer of the West Bank public computing labs to 
the MWNC. With this move, East and West Bank mi
crocomputer labs will be under common management, 
and will allow ACS to concentrate more on solutions 
using central facilities. 

The ACS groups located at Fraser Hall and Lind Hall have 
moved to a new single location. Nicholson Hall I has been 
remodelled to integrate the activities of both groups. 
Users now have a single campus location that supports 
computing related activities, ranging from account ap
plication and reference services to high-level consulting. 
Please stop by and take a look at our new facilities. 

Rates Lower 

We reduced some of our rates last year and this summer. 
Last year, as a result of a larger base of use and lower-cost 
technology, we were able to lower the UNIX central 
processor rates by 50 percent. This summer we lowered 
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the VMS and UNIX mass storage rates by nearly 50 
percent to 14 cents per megabyte per day and again reduce 
the UNIX central processor rates, this time by 25 percent 
Our contract programming hourly rate has been reduced 
from $45 per hour to $35 per hour and, to better align costs 
with income, many equipmentmaintenancecontractprices 
were reduced with a slight increase in time and material 
rates. 

Plans for this Year 

The pace set last year will continue. Operating systems 
and application packages will need to be improved. New 
packages will be installed and unused ones will be removed. 
Computer systems will be enhanced or replaced by those 
using newer, less expensive technology. Below are some 
highlights in store for this year. 

We will install a DECstation 5000 with 2 CD-ROM units 
to distribute Ultrix software to a rapidly growing base of 
users. (See Stuart Stanley's article on Ultrix services 
elsewhere in this issue.) 

Our projections indicate increased use of the UNIX and 
VMS systems. Thus, we need to add processors to the 
ENCORE and replace the VAX 8650 with a VMS system 
that is twice as fast. Also, we will be enhancing the 
stability of these and other critical systems by connecting 
them to an uninterruptable power system. 

Because we see a need for an inexpensive file backup and 
long-term storage service, we are investigating large 
network file servers with storage capacity in the 20-plus 
gigabyte range. 

In an effort to better integrate our separate academic 
facilities, we have begun developments to support Health 
Sciences. Computing Services and St. Paul Computing 
Services on our print server. With this, all three organi
zations would access the same base of campus printers. 

We will continue our work on INFO, a campus-wide 
public information service. Last year's efforts have resulted 
in a broad and intense interest by University organizations 
in developing and using such a system. Because of its size 
and technical nature (a client/server approach), several 
computing organizations will be participating in its plan-

AcsJ 

ning and development 

Our presence on theW est Bank will change this year. We 
will turn our efforts from running the public microcom
puter labs to participating in a new joint operation with the 
University Libraries: a data center to be located in the 
Public Affairs Library of the Humphrey Center. The 
center will house microcomputers, workstations, and 
terminals with access to the University Internet, ACS 
central systems, and file servers. Data will be made 
available locally, usually on CD-ROM, and remotely 
from central file servers. The common goal of the Libraries 
and ACS is to provide a well integrated, full-service data 
center. 

In January 1991 our Newsletter begins its twenty-fifth year 
of publication. Although our staff has "turned over" a few 
times since the newsletter was first published, there are a 
rare few who possess a great deal of institutional memory
including some who have been in the University computing 
arena since its first digital computer. The same people 
who once considered the virtue of introducing card readers 
now have computers on their desk (with more capacity 
than the single shared system they first helped operate) 
and now think about new applications that use a variety of 
interconnected single user and shared systems. Given 
these conditions, it seems appropriate to document a little 
history; not to create the warm feelings one may have 
when looking back at simpler times, but rather to ac
knowledge just how far we've come. 

Michael Skow, director of Academic Computing Setvices, has 
been with the University for over 25 years. When he isn't 
overworking the ACS staff, he likes to escape with his family to 

their cabin at "the lake." 
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Applying for ACS Computing Accounts 
and Research Grants 

You can get an account on an ACS central computer 
system simply by completing an application form in our 
Computing Information Center (CIC), 1 Nicholson Hall. 
Or call625-1511, and we'll send you a form. (See the 
related article on page 201 for more information about the 
CIC.) 

At the CIC, you can also apply for research computing 
grants-for an initial $50 fee, you receive $1000 of 

computing services. These are available to University 
faculty and to graduate students working on their theses. 

If you need help in selecting a central system, call our 
HELP-Line at 626-5592. At the CIC, you can also enroll 
in free short courses that will help you. (And see our short 
course schedule on pages 239-240.) 

Computing Grants on Central Systems 
Lawrence Liddiard 
LIDDIARD@UMNACVX 

D he computing grant program will be continued this 
fiscal year for unfunded faculty and staff research 

and graduate student work. Several University organiza
tions provide computing services in support of faculty and 
graduate student research. When this research is funded 
by external agencies, the University expects those grants 
and contracts to pay fully for computing services. Faculty 
and staff who have exhausted their funded research ac
counts or who are unable to obtain funding from granting 
agencies should apply for a University-supported re
search account. Likewise, graduate students may apply 
for University-supported accounts in support of their 
thesis and research work. 

The Program 

The program exists for all central academic computing 
systems. This includes resources on Academic Comput
ing Services' V AXNMS,ENCORE UNIX, CYBER NOS 
and NOSNE; St. Paul Computing Services' IBM VM; the 
Health Science Computing Services' CYBER NOSNE, 

NOS and CDC UNIX; and the V AXNMS systems at the 
University of Minnesota, Morris. 

An initial payment of $50 (not refundable) per user will 
establish an account of $1000 for both computing and on
line computing-related charges. 

All off-line computing related charges and computing 
costs beyond $1000 will be fully charged to the user. Off
line charges include tape and disk purchase and physical 
storage of such media, permanent file restoration, refer
ence materials and short course registrations. Each user 
should keep track of their current accumulated charges. 

The monies for this grant program are from three sources 
in these approximate proportions: 10 percent from the 
initial payment of $50 by the faculty/graduate member or 
the department, 50 percent from central administration 
allocations, and 40 percent from the computing organiza
tion. 
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Grant Extensions 

Grant extensions are available under a program managed 
by the Computer Grants Committee. The current Com
puter Grants chair is Lawrence Liddiard, ACS, 100 Laud 
CF (625-4016). 

These extensions have the following guidelines: 

• Overruns cannot be handled retroactively by the 
Computer Grants Committee. 

• Requests should be made on "grant extension" 
forms available from all central services. 

• Grant extensions under $1500 for graduate students 
and $2500 for faculty can be administratively 
determined within a week. 

• Larger extensions are considered at quarterly 
meetings of the full committee and should be 
submitted well in advance of anticipated need. 

• Sincere efforts to obtain external agency funding 
grants should have already been made. 

Your Support 

Your continued support and cooperation are needed in 
seeking external funding for computing services whenever 
possible, though it is quite apparent that sources of these 
funds have diminished greatly. NIH and some other 
federal agencies continue to fund research and the National 
Science Foundation provides supercomputing grants. Note 
that grants from the Minnesota Supercomputer Institute 
should be considered by researchers requiring large-scale 
computing. 

Faculty and graduate students should not use classroom 
accounts (provided for instructional student use only) to 

Services 

do their research computing. Such usage, while saving 
$50, makes it more difficult for academic computing 
centers to justify and deliver additional resources to Uni
versity researchers. 

Please disseminate this information to other faculty and 
graduate students in your department who require com
puting resources in their research. One important purpose 
of the grant program is to reach new faculty members and 
provide computing resources for their initial research and 
background requirements. As academic computing cen
ters continue to lower their fees, these grants will provide 
a considerable amount of computing at low cost and go far 
in meeting the computing needs of our faculty and gradu
ate students. 

Deputy Director Lawrence Liddiard heads the Systems Group. 
He has been married for 28 years and has four children. His 
favorite pastimes are jogging, pitching softball, and reading. He 
has a library of more than 10,000 novels, mostly science fiction. 
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ACS Consulting Services 

John Larsen 

.. CS provides several services for users of our ceo
rill tral system computers and for users of microcom
puters. 

Telephone Consulting Services 

We have a general HELP-Line (626-5592) that is 
available nine hours a day, from 8 am to 5 pm Monday 
through Friday. When you call the HELP-Line with a 
question, please try to have information at hand about your 
problem-a dayfile, a program, or a job stream file-to 
help us analyze the problem. Most problems you encounter 
can be dealt with by general consultants any time consulting 
is open. 

Because of the increasing number and complexity of our 
central systems and software packages, we will have to 
refer some of your calls to our experts. At those times 
when you need truly specialized assistance, consult our 
other HELP-Lines. 

We are now providing extended services to our database 
and statistical users. By calling the general HELP-Line 
from 8 to 5 weekdays, you can get help with most of your 
questions. When your problems become too complicated 
for the consultant on duty, we forward you to our expert on 
call. 

Our consulting services for artificial intelligence com
puting and humanities computing (625-8332) are avail
able every weekday from 3 to 4 pm. For help with text 
processing packages, call our general HELP-Line. 

The Instructional Computing Consultant (626-0200) is 
available to assist with a variety of computing services for 
instruction and research computing. 

The Microcomputer and Workstation Networks Center 
provides its Micro HelpLine (626-4276) from 9 am to 4 
pm Monday through Friday. 

You can also send mail to CONSULT on our VAX, UNIX, 
and NOS machines. Our consultants will research your 
question and respond the next day. 

On-Campus Consulting Services 

We have an East Bank walk-in consulting service in 1 
Nicholson Hall. The consultants for this service are 
available from 10 am to 4 pm every weekday. This is a 
good place to bring a hard copy of your program and 
output for personal consulting. 

The Microcomputer and Workstation Networks Center 
provides walk-in consulting at 125 Shepherd Labs at the 
same hours as its HELP-Line: 9 am to 4 pm weekdays. 

Current consulting schedules are available on-line. On the 
ENCORE UX, type help consult. On the VAX VX, see 
the CONSULT topic under General Information on 
ListDoc. On the CYBER CA, type WRITEUP, 
CONSKED and WRITEUP,CONSULT. 

Consulting hours are also listed in every issue of this 
Newsletter. A Consulting Schedule Brief, which also 
provides hours and numbers, is available free at 1 Ni
cholson. 

Senior user services specialist John Larsen has been with ACS 
"a damn long time" (twenty years). A ham radio enthusiast, he 
also enjoys reading and home computing. 
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Data Problems? Call Contract Services 

Cheryl Vol/haber 
CLV@UMNACVX 

m ave you ever found yourself in situations where 
you need to get a project done but just don't have 

time to do it yourself? Or are you frustrated with technical 
people who talk over your head as if you understand all 
there is to know about computers? If so, maybe ACS 
Contract Services can help. 

We have trained professionals who can assist you with 
statistical programming, setting up system files, reading 
9-track tapes, transferring data between mainframe files 
and diskettes (both 5 l/4-inch and 3 1/2-inch), analyze 
data systems, plus a variety of other computer tasks. We 
specialize in services for centralized computer systems, 
our VAX and CA systems, but offer some microcomputer 
services as well. 

For large projects, we can provide estimates on the ap
proximate cost of the programming. We provide indi
vidualized analysis and can spend more time with you 
than other free help services are able to do. Our current 
programming and consultation rates are $35 an hour. 

If you need help, please call us at 625-2303. We should be 
able to determine whether or not we will be able to assist 
you, and then set up a meeting to start work on your 

project. Some simple tape jobs or data transfer jobs can be 
handled entirely by phone. 

So the next time you are stuck with a data problem and 
have nowhere to turn, try giving Contract Services a call 
at 625-2303. We will do our best to help you! 

Cheryl Vollhaber is a senior analyst programmer who manages 
ACS Contract Services, specializing in consulting on our central 
systems. In her spare time she chases after her teenage daughter, 
her wild cat, and her current boyfriend-none of which she is 
ever able to catch. 
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Instructional Computing 
Consulting 

Peter Oberg 
PJO@UMNACVX 

.. CS provides instructional computing consulting to 

&.J help faculty and teaching assistants. We: 

Help you detennine how to use ACS systems to 
meet the current quarter's instructional comput
ing requirements. 

Help you install your class software on our 
computers. 

Identify any training and documentation that 
students may need (free ACS documentation, 
on-line tutorials, and short course offerings). 

Consult with students on central system com
puting problems in 1 Nicholson Hall, Monday 
through Friday, 10 am to 4 pm. 

Help you with administrative software to man
age your class accounts. 

ACS Manuals 

Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

An Introduction to VMS Computing 

Our new Introduction to VMS Computing is now avail
able. This 170-page manual explains VMS file names, 
command fonnats, and the basics of file protection, shows 
you how to use on-line documentation utilities, text edi
tors, and electronic mail, and provides other essential 

If you have any questions, please call the Instructional 
Computing consultant at 626-0200. 

Supervisor of the User Services Group, Peter Oberg consults and 
advises researchers and instructional computer users in data base 
applications and programming languages. Besides community 
volunteer work, Pete likes hunting, fishing, and playing hockey. 

infonnation for the new or inexperienced user of VMS 
systems. 

Students can purchase copies for between four and five 
dollars in the Minnesota Book Center (in Williamson 
Hall). 
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In the bookstores you'll find that the Introduction to VMS 
Computing is available in two forms, as a bound volume 
and as an unbound volume on three-hole punched paper, 
ready to insert into a three-ring binder. Both versions 
contain exactly the same information and cost the same. 

We will provide free copies of the Introduction to VMS 
Computing to faculty and other instructors who make the 
Introduction a required text in their courses. Faculty can 
obtain their copies by contacting Paula Goblirsch at 626-
1093. Whenever possible, faculty in the same department 
should consolidate orders. 

UNIX Manuals 

We also provide free copies of the fourth edition of A CS 's 
110-pageintroduction to UNIX Computing to faculty and 
other instructors who make the Introduction a required 
text in their courses. Faculty can obtain their copies by 
contacting Paula Goblirsch at 626-1093. Whenever pos
sible, faculty in the same department should consolidate 
orders. 

Students can purchase copies for around $3.50 in the 
Minnesota Book Center (in Williamson Hall). 

The Introduction to UNIX Computing is also available in 
two forms, as a bound volume and as an unbound volume 
on three-hole punched paper, ready to insert into a three
ring binder. Both versions contain exactly the same 
information and cost the same. 

ACS has also reprinted portions from the Berkeley UNIX 
Reference Set. Our reprints include these five volumes: 
The UNIX Beginners Guide, the UNIX Beginners Refer
ence, the UNIX Programmers Guide, the UNIX Pro
grammers Reference, and the UNIX Text Processing 
Guide. All these volumes are available through the 
Minnesota Book Center and the Student Book Store. 

An Introduction to Computing 

Those who have no previous experience with central 
systems computing should see our Introduction to Com
puting, a short illustrated manual that explains basic terms 

Services 

and concepts for those who have no experience in com put
ing. We will provide free copies of the new edition to 
faculty and other instructors who make this manual a 
required text in their courses. (Contact Paula Goblirsch at 
626-1093.) 

Students can purchase copies for approximately $1.75 in 
the Minnesota Book Center (in Williamson Hall). 

Other Manuals 

The following ACS manuals are also available in the 
bookstores: 

Guide to Applications Packages: Statistics 
The Guide to Text Processing and Liberal Arts 

Computing 
A Guide to Using VAX VMS Magnetic Tapes 
Introduction to CYBER NOS Computing 
A Guide to Using CYBER NOS Magnetic Tapes 
XEDIT User's Guide 

For more information about ACS publications, call 625-
1093. For our free documentation, see Paula Goblirsch's 
article elsewhere in this issue. 

StevenBrehe, technical writer and editor of the ACS Newsletter, 
has a beagle. Sometimes it seems that the beagle has him. 
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ACS Briefs 

Paula Goblirsch 
P~@UMNACVX 

Free Documentation for Central Systems 

ACSpublishesanumberofshorterfreedocuments. These 
documents are available in the ACS Computing Informa
tion Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. You can obtain multiple 
copies of the Twin Cities Campus Computing Facilities 
map by calling 626-1093. 

Generallnformatjon 
Artificial Intelligence Services 
Central and Network Configuration Diagram 
Command Cross-Reference Guide 
Computing Grants on Central Systems 
Computing Information Center 
Connecting: Academic Computing on the Campus Network 
Consulting Schedule: Hours, locations, and phone numbers 
DEC Systems Support from ACS 
Documentation Directory 
Getting Started at ACS 
Graphics Software and Services 
Learning About Lookup 
Liberal Arts Computing Services 
Mathematics, Engineering, and Statistics Software 
ACS Phone Numbers 
Short Course Schedule/Descriptions 
Software on ACS Central Systems 
Twin Cities Campus Computing Facilities map 
Using the Electronic Postmaster 

Commun !cations 
LUMINA: Campus ITE Dial-up for TinCan 3.0 
LUMINA: Campus ITE Dial-up for ProComm 
LUMINA: Hayes-compatible Dial-up for ProComm 
LUMINA: Hayes-compatible Dial-up forTinCan 3.0 
Terminal Access to ACS Central Systems 
Transferring Files Using FTP 
Transferring Files Using Kermit 
Using a Macintosh as a Terminal with the VAX VX 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (Kermit Ext) 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (Kermit Std) 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (NSCA Telnet Ext) 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (NSCA Telnet Std) 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (ProComrn Ext) 
Using a PC as a Terminal with the VAX VX (ProComrn Std) 

UX Central System 
ENCORE/UNIX Access 
EX/VI Reference Summary 
GNU Emacs Reference Card 
UNIX Equivalents to NOS Commands 
Using MAIL on the ENCORE 
VIP Quick Reference Card 

VMS Central System 
Moving SPSSX System Files from CA to VX 
Tools for Administrators of VX Instructional Users 
Using MAIL on the VAX 
VAX/VMS Access 
VMS Equivalents to NOS Commands 

CA Central System 
CA WRITEUP Information 
CYBER/NOS Access 
Full Screen Editor (FSE) 
Getting Output from the CYBER CA 
Using MAIL on the CYBER CA 
XEDIT 3.1 Reference Summary 

Paula Goblirsch is an editor in Technical Publications. When 
she's not answering the Publications phone or moving boxes of 
manuals around, she's browsing through used bookstores in 
search of interesting volumes. 
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East Bank Computing Services, 1 Nicholson 

Michael Dunham 
MAD@UMNACVX 

m n September 17 ACS 's East Bank services in Lind 
Hall moved to newly renovated offices in 1 Ni

cholson Hall. 

In our new location we are consolidating some of our 
services in order to provide better access and hours. You 
will find the printing station, terminals connected to 
A CSnet, walk-in consulting, and the Computing Informa
tion Center's collection of manuals, journals, books, and 
technical reports all located in one large room. The hours 
for the printing station remain the same, but access to the 
collection, registration for short courses, and other ser
vices provided by the Computing Information Center are 
being extended to the same hours that the printing station 
is open. 

So, if you need to 

• Pick up computer printouts, 

• Use a terminal, 

• Open an account on an ACS central system, 

• Pick up forms to apply for a research comput
ing grant or extension, 

• Enroll in a central system computer short 
course, 

• Subscribe to the free ACS Newsletter, 

• Read or order vendor documentation, 

• Talk to a consultant from 10 to 4 weekdays, 
or 

• Learn more about the software and services 
described in this issue, 

visit our East Bank Computing Services in 1 Nicholson 
Hall. The hours are: 

8:00 am to 10:00 pm, Monday through Friday, 
10:00 am to 2:00 pm, Saturday, 
6:00pm to 10:00 pm, Sunday. 

You can also call 625-7397 for more information. 

Library scientist Michael Dunham manages the Computing 
Information Center and supervises our 1 Nicholson Hall site. 
When he's not helping people with their documentation needs, 
you'll fmd him in the kitchen (a variety of cuisines, all hot) or in 
his garden (perennials and bulbs). 
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Engineering Services: 
Responding to Changing Customer Needs 

Donald Clark 

[I ampus microcomputer users continually request 
our advice, assistance, and service in new situations. 

We at Engineering Services (ES) try to respond to these 
requests directly if there is an opportunity to help, or by 
referring users to other organizations such as the Micro
computer and Workstations Center, other departments 
within ACS, the Telecommunications Department, the 
Minnesota Book Center, AIS, Office Equipment Services, 
or outside vendors. We try to never "just say no." 

In this article I'll briefly review the trends of the past 
several months. 

Computer Upgrades 

Several trends have led to the demand for microcomputer 
upgrades: 

• New applications require more memory. 

• User files outgrow existing hard disk capac
ity. 

• The price of memory and hard disks has 
decreased. 

All this adds up to quality, cost-effective products that 
improve the performance and extend the useful life of 
many computers in the campus community. The sale, 
installation, and support of memory and hard disks has 
increased steadily. This has allowed us to standardize 
services for high-quality competitive products. The most 
popular products include hard drives for Sun (Sabres and 
Wrens), hard drives for PC's and Macintosh, and memory 
for just about everything. 

ES took full responsibility for stocking, selling, and in
stalling Macintosh upgrades (with the exception of memory 
upgrades that must still be purchased at the Book Center 
before we install them). This "one-stop shop" approach 

was developed as a convenience for our customers, elimi
nating the coordination problems that frustrated many 
users. 

Operating Systems, Applications, and Viruses 

Hardware maintenance organizations have historically 
disclaimed responsibility for diagnosing and fixing soft
ware problems. But the dividing line in today's world of 
microcomputer problems just isn't that clear cut. Prob
lems with operating systems and applications, especially 
when mixed with a dose of virus, result in a common 
symptom described on the service line-"My computer 
just started doing strange things. Please fix it" 

We continue to rely heavily on the Micro Center and a host 
of other software experts to determine possible causes and 
solutions. Our organization is rapidly gaining experience 
in diagnosing software problems as more and more 
"hardware" service calls are related to software. 

Backup and Data Recovery 

Hardly a day goes by without a frantic user asking us to 
recover files lost when their hard disk "crashed." A year 
ago we referred these customers to outside recovery 
experts. They learned that these services were very 
expensive and success rates were lower than expected. As 
a result of the experience our technicians have gained, and 
armed with improved software utilities, we're improving 
our batting average in ftle recovery. We still cannot 
guarantee results, but users are overjoyed with our suc
cesses. 

Floppy disks and hard drives have been the typical backup 
devices. We are now receiving many requests to service 
tape drives of all shapes and sizes. There is a need to 
standardize, or at least limit the variety, of products we 
support. We sell and support the high-performance 
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Exabyte 8200 8MM tape popular on Sun networks. We're 
evaluating the new Wang DAT 4MM drives. We recently 
ordered Mountain tape products for contract commit
ments on a variety of these devices. 

ACS is planning to install a network file server this fall that 
will enable workstations to back up files at reasonable cost 
over the network. 

Keeping Up With New Products 

Our major contribution has always been the servicing of 
popular, high-density products supported by the Micro
computer and Workstations Center and sold by the Book 
Center. The more we service, the better our service, and 
costs decrease as the parts inventory is spread over a larger 
base. 

Our challenge is to be ready to service new products on 
first delivery. It has been a vintage year for new products 
from Apple, IBM, Hewlett-Packard, Sun, Rodime, Zenith, 
and others. About 30 percent of the products on our 
service contract list have been added during the last year. 

Services We've Discontinued 

We have discontinued some services because we could 
not do them as effectively as others. These include: 

• Making custom cables. Our lead time was too 
long and our costs were too high compared to 
the outside vendors we now recommend. The 
Book Center sells several types of cables. 

• Installing security devices. Drilling, sawing, 
gluing, and welding are not our strong suits. 

• Installing network cables between rooms and 
between floors. The Telecommunications De
partment has the expertise and understands the 
jurisdictional issues well. 

• Diagnosing data transmission problems between 
AIS and its users via PC/IRMA boards. AIS 
recently developed the expertise to service both 

Services 

ends of their communications network and re
duce the problems that can occur. 

Contract Prices and Quality of Service 

Customers want lower contract prices-that is certainly 
not new. Our goal is to provide good service at low prices. 
We are continuing a program started three years ago of 
selectively reducing service contract prices. Costs de
crease as product density (the number oflike units serviced) 
increases, the investment in spare parts is recovered, and 
product reliability stabilizes. We know from experience 
that the many benefits of contract service are best for 
campus departments and for us. 

We were pleased with the results of our spring customer 
survey. We learned about areas needing improvement and 
areas we're doing well in. We were pleased to learn that 
93 percent of our users recommend our services to others. 
We are determined to make changes to reach the 7 percent 
who do not. 

For More Information 

If you have questions or comments about Engineering 
Services, call625-1595 or send campus mail to us at 100 
Lauderdale CF. 

With Control Data Engineering Services for 25 years, Don Clark 
is now assistant director of ACS Engineering Services. He has 
an electrical engineering degree from Iowa State. He loves the 
outdoors and goes boating and fishing whenever he can. 
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Statistical Packages 

Bruce Center 
BAC@UMNACVX 

.. CS provides a number of statistical packages for 
Iii research and instructional use. We have statistical 
packages available on the VAX VX, ENCORE UX, and 
the CYBER CA (as indicated within parentheses in the list 
below), and we are expanding our research capabilities on 
the VAX and ENCORE. 

ACS supports several microcomputer statistical packages 
as well, for IBM-PCs and compatibles and the Apple 
Macintosh. We are increasing our support of micro 
packages as more and better packages become available. 

You can get help for any of our packages by calling the 
HELP-Line at 626-5592, 10 am to 4 pm Monday through 
Friday. 

All of the documentation referred to here is available for 
perusal in our Computing Information Center in 1 Ni
cholsonHall. Ifthereareanypackagescurrentlyavailable 
that you don't see here, but would like us to purchase, 
don't hesitate to call me at 625-2538 or send electronic 
mail to BAC@UMNACVX. 

General Purpose Packages 

SPSSX is an integrated system of statistical procedures for 
data analysis. It contains most everything from descrip
tive statistics to multivariate analysis of variance 
(MANOV A), factor analysis, nonlinear regression, multi
dimensional scaling and many others. It has excellent data 
management and data modification capabilities. The 
SPSSX User's Guide is quite readable. Also useful are 
the Introductory and Advanced Statistics Guides, and a 
primer called SPSSX Basics. WRITEUP,SPSSX ~n C~ 
provides on-line documentation. The PC versiOn lS 

documented in SPSS!PC+ and SPSS!PC+ Advanced 
Statistics. (VX, UX, CA, IBM-PCs, Macintosh) 

SPSSX/T ABLES produces customized tables suitable 
for publication or presentation, during an SPSSX job. It 

is documented in the SPssX Tables Manual, and in the 
SPssX User's Guide in an abbreviated form. (VX, UX) 

SPSSX/Data Entry is a fully interactive, menu-driven, 
PC-oriented program for entering data, editing data, and 
cleaning data. SPssX Data Entry provides a tutorial and 
reference manual. The PC version is available from the 
vendor. (VX) 

SAS,Iong the mainstay of IBM statistical computing, can 
handle anything from descriptive statistics and analysis of 
categoricaldatatononlinearregression,MANOVA,cluster 
analysis, survival analysis, etc. It includes a very powerful 
data manipulation system. Documentation includes the 
SAS User's Guide Basics VersionS, the SAS User's Guide 
Statistics VersionS, and theSAS Companionfor the VMS 
Operating System. Also useful is the SAS Applications 
Guide and the SAS Introductory Guide. A microcom
puterversion is available from St. Paul Computing Services. 
(VX, IBM-PCs) 

MINITAB, an interactive general-purpose statistical 
system, is designed for instructional use with small data 
sets and especially for those who have had little previous 
experience with computers. It is documented in the 
MINIT AB Reference Manual. An excellent instructional 
guide, both for statistics and Minitab, is available in the 
MIN/TAB Handbook, 2nd Edition. (VX, CA, IBM-PCs) 

SYST AT is an easy-to-use though statistically limited 
package for microcomputers, and the only statistical 
package we support designed explicitly for the micro
computer user. The documentation, which is excellent for 
the PC, can be found inSYST AT: The System for Statistics. 
(PC-DOS machines and the Macintosh) 

BMDP is a group of 43 separate programs linked by a 
common control language, and the BMDP Data Manager. 
It includes everything from descriptive statistics to a 
number of analysis of variance programs, nonlinear and 
logistic regression, maximum likelihood estimation, and 
spectral and time series analyses. It has excellent statisti
cal documentation in the BMDP Statistical Software 
Manual and the BMDP Data Managers' Manual. 
WRITEUP,BMDP explains how to use BMDP on CA at 
the University of Minnesota. (VX, CA) 

SPSS is the old version of SPSSx. Customized for CY
BERs, it is substantially faster than SPSSx on CA and 
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contains several procedures not available in SPssx. 
Documentation includes the maroon SP SS User's Manual 
Version 6, the blue SPSS Version 7-9 Update, the 
CYBER SPSS Version 9 Update; the CYBER SPSS Sup
port Packet documents the additional procedures. 
WRITEUP,SPSS gives helpful hints for running SPSS at 
the University. (CA) 

SPSS/ONLINE is an interactive editor designed to work 
directly with SPSS. It is documented in the SPSS! 
ONLINE Manual and as partofWRITEUP,SPSS. (CA) 

S is an interactive statistical language for data analysis 
with a very broad variety of numerical and statistical 
functions and graphical techniques, and an interactive 
Help facility. Sis primarily used for statistical instruction. 
Complete documentation is available in S: 
An Interactive Environment for Data Analysis. (UX) 

Statistical Graphics 

SAS/Graph is a full-scale, flexible, graphics package for 
producing informative graphs and presentation graphics. 
It can plot bar charts, pie charts, star and block charts, 
graphs and plots, contour and three-dimensional plots. 
SAS/Graph can create plots for our Versatec color plotter, 
our Xerox 8700 printer, and any Postscript printer (e.g., 
the numerous Apple LaserWriters located around cam
pus). It handles a large variety of graphics terminals as 
well. SAS/Graph is documented in the SAS! 
Graph User's Guide. A microcomputer version is avail
able from the St. Paul Computing Services. (VX) 

SYGRAPH works with SYSTAT to perform a variety of 
color statistical graphs on IBM Pes. It contains bar plots, 
pie charts, stem and leaf plots, contour plots, and many 
more. See Sygraph: The System for Graphics. Sygraph 
is integrated into SYSTAT 5.0 on the mackintosh. 

AN OVA and Regression 

GUM, for the statistically sophisticated user, is an inter
active program that analyzes a wide range of regression 
models, performs analysis of variance and covariance, 
contingency table analysis, and probit analysis. It is 
documented in The GLIM System, Release 3. (UX, CA) 

Software 

MUL TREG is an easy-to-use interactive package that 
performs several types of multiple linear regression. It is 
documented in theMULTREG User's Manual. (UX, CA) 

IV AN is an ANOV A package written by the Applied 
Statistics Department primarily for instructional use. It is 
documented in the IVAN User's Manual. (CA) 

Time Series and Analysis 

SPSSXfTrends is a set of additional procedures com
pletely integrated into SPSSx. Trends can perform 
ARIMA, exponential smoothing, curve fitting, seasonal 
adjustments using the Census Bureau X-11 procedures, 
spectral analysis, and contains greatly enhanced regression 
facilities. SPSSX!Trends is a surprisingly comprehensible 
manual. (Time series and English are usually incompat
ible tongues.) (VX) 

SAS/ETS is a set of additional time series procedures 
completely integrated into SAS. (It is SAS's functional 
equivalent of SPSSX!frends.) ETS can perform ARIMA 
(including Akailke's State Space representation), non
linear regression (including two- and three-stage and 
"seemingly unrelated nonlinear regression"), spectral 
analysis, Census Bureau X-11 procedures, financial fore
casting and mortgages, enhanced regression procedures, 
"seemingly unrelated regression," and limited informa
tion maximum likelihood. Documentation is the SAS!ETS 
User's Guide. A microcomputer version is available from 
St. Paul Computing Services. (VX) 

RATS analyzes and forecasts time series by ordinary least 
squares, weighted least squares, least squares with omit
ted observations, and two- and three-stage least squares. It 
can perform "seemingly unrelated regressions," univariate 
ARIMA estimation and single-equation nonlinear least 
squares, and more. RATS handles only linear models. It 
is documented in the RATS User's Manual. (VX, CA) 

SHAZAM performs econometric and time series analysis 
including regression, two- and three-stage least squares, 
generalized least squares, nonlinear regression, ridge re
gression, maximum likelihood estimates, dynamic mod
els, ARMA models, forecasting, probit, logit and tobit 

continued on page 206 
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continued from page 205 

regressions. For documentation, type 
WRITEUP,SHAZAM. (CA) 

TSP is a classic econometric package. It can handle time 
series by ordinary and two-stage least squares; it also 
performs graphing, interpolation and normalization. It is 
documented in the TSP Reference Manual and TSP 
User's Guide. (CA) 

Matrix Analysis 

SASIIML is an interactive language of matrix creation 
and manipulation. It has a powerful series of operations 
and functions that can be easily applied to matrices, 
vectors, and constants. It includes such functions as 
generalized inverse, eigenvalues and vectors, Gram
Schmidt ortho normalization, Fourier transforms, spline 
fitting and more. It also contains a number of graphics 
functions for use with our Versatec color plotter or the 
Xerox8700printer. ItisdocumentedintheSAS!IMLUser' s 
Guide. A microcomputer version is available from St. 
Paul Computing Services. (VX) 

MATTER is an interactive matrix manipulation program 
written by the Applied Statistics department. Designed 
originally as an instructional tool, it is very useful for 
matrix addition, subtraction, multiplication, inversion, 
and transposition; it also easily computes eigenvalues and 
eigenvectors, Fourier transforms, auto-regression, and 
moving averages. It is documented in the MAITER 
User's Manual. (CA) 

Factor and Cluster Analysts and 
Multidimensional Scaling 

LISREL, for the statistically sophisticated user, per
forms the analysis of linear structural equations using 
maximum likelihood, ordinary least squares, or general
ized least squares. It is frequently used for confirmatory 
factor analysis, path analysis, and time series analysis. 
Documentation on VX is the LISREL 7 Reference 
Manual; on CA it is the LISREL VI User's Guide. A 
microcomputer version of LISREL must be purchased 
directly from the vendor. (VX, CA) 

PRELIS is a pre-processor that computes appropriate 
matrices for LISREL and can provide extensive summa
ries of the raw data. Documentation is in PRELIS, a 
PreProcessor for LISREL. A microcomputer version must 
be purchased directly from the vendor. (VX) 

EQS has very similar capabilities to LISREL. It uses a 
fairly simple and straightforward control language, and 
provides extensive syntax-error checking, designed for 
the statistically sophisticated user. Documentation is the 
Theory and Implementation ofEQS, a Structural Equation 
Program. (VX) 

CLUSTER, an older package, has a number of subpro
grams for a wide variety of hierarchical and non-hierar
chical cluster analyses. Documentation is obtained by 
typing WRITEUP,CLUSTER. (CA) 

Multidimensional Scaling 

KYST-2A is a multidimensional scaling and unfolding 
program with some limited data management capabilities. 
Its manual is called How to Use KYST-2. (CA) 

SINDSCL is a program that performs individual differ
ences multidimensional scaling. See How to Use SIND
SCL from Bell Labs. (CA) 

Bruce Center recently moved into a new house and a new office. 
The house will be paid for in the year 2020. Everything he owns 
is in a box somewhere else. If he ever has to move again, he will 
hire Frank Conroy and move by fire. 
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Consulting and Software for Liberal Arts Research 

Tom Rindflesch 
Ron Zacharski 
RAZ@VX.ACS.UMN. EDU 

m ur Special Projects Group offers consulting and 
software support services to liberal arts researchers 

using computers in their work. 

If you're interested in analyzing a medieval manuscript, 
maintaining the data from an archaeological dig, or engaged 
in any research in the liberal arts, the consultants in this 
group can help you select the best computational tools for 
your project from the many resources we provide and can 
assist you in using them. If you would like to discuss the 
needs of your research, call the consultant listed below. 

Text Analysis 

Computer-assisted scholarly investigation in the liberal 
arts often involves text analysis. We provide a number of 
resources to researchers using this technique. If you 
would like to purchase texts in machine-readable form for 
your project, two ListDoc documents on the VX system 
contain information on the holdings offered by two of the 
major machine-readable text archives in the world. The 
ListDoc document OXARCH lists the texts held by Ox
ford University's Text Archive and the document 
NORCOMP lists the texts available from the Norwegian 
Computing Centre for the Humanities. 

Of particular interest are the text analysis programs listed 
at the end of this article; these run on our VMS machine, 
theVAXVX,andourCYBERNOSmachine,theCYBER 
CA. On-line manuals are provided on both machines. On 
VX you can get also more information on these programs 
and their documentation by typing the VMS command 

$ HELP TEXT_ANALYSIS 

On CA, you can look at the WRITEUP for each program. 
The ListDoc and WRITEUP documents are given in 
parentheses at the end of the program description. On CA, 
the following NOS command will put the WRITEUP 
called name on a local me calledfuename. 

/WRITEUP,name/L=filename 

Our text analysis programs on VX and CA, with their on
line documents, are: 

GENCORD creates concordances and indexes 
and provides frequency distribution information 
for letters and words. (On VX, the ListDoc 
document GENCORD. On CA, WRITEUP, 
GENCORD.) 

LTTR CNT counts letters in a text and tallies the 
frequency of occurrence of letters at the major 
positions in a word: initial, medial, and final. 
(On VX, theListDocdocumentLTTRCNT. On 
CA, WRITEUP,TEXHELP=LTTRCNT.) 

TEXTALallows you to specify patterns of words 
that you want to retrieve from a text (On VX, the 
ListDoc document TEXTAL. On CA, 
WRITEUP,TEXTAL.) 

WRDSTAT counts the words in a text and then 
calculates the total number of tokens and types, 
and the average length of the tokens and types. It 
also determines the number of words of each 
length occurring in the text. (On VX, the ListDoc 
document WRDSTAT. On CA, WRITEUP, 
WRDSTAT.) 

For Additional Information 

The ACS publication Guide to Text Processing and Lib
eral Arts Computing is sold in the Minnesota Book Center. 
It discusses the programs mentioned here, as well as 
others, in more detail. 

continued on page 208 
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continued from page 207 

The ACS Brief "Liberal Arts Computing Services" is 
available free at the Computing Information Center in 1 
Nicholson Hall. 

The commercial publication Bits and Bytes Review pro
vides a wealth of information about text processing and 
text analysis on microcomputers. For more information, 
contact the editor at 623 N. Iowa A venue, Whitefish, MT 
59937; telephone (406) 862-7280; BITNET: 
XB J24@ Stanford. 

For further information about ACS services in liberal arts 
computing, contact 

Ron Zacharski 
1 Nicholson Hall 
(612) 625-8332 

The liberal arts computing HELP-Line is available from 3 
to 4 pm Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

Artificial Intelligence Services and Software 

Ron Zacharski 
RAZ@VX.ACS.UMN. EDU 

AI Languages on the VAX VMS and ENCORE 
UNIX Systems 

.. CS provides a number of AI languages that run on 
rill the VAX VX and the ENCORE UX. These are 
available for both instructional and research use. 

Brief descriptions of the languages are given below. For 
further information, see the associated help entries on the 
UX or VX systems. The title of the help entry is within 
parentheses in the following list. For example, to obtain 
more information on Quintus Prolog, type HELP 
PROLOG at the main VX prompt. On UX, type help 
languages prolog. (For general information about these 
languages, see "Lisp and Pro log for Instructional Use" in 
the September ACS Newsletter.) If you would like addi
tional information, please feel free to contact the Special 
Projects Group at 625-8332. 

The software includes: 

Common Lisp: VAX Common Lisp is available 
on the VX system (LISP). On UX, Kyoto Com
mon Lisp is available (kcl). Both implementa
tions include CLOS, the Common Lisp Object 
System. 

Scheme on the ENCORE: Scheme, a lexically 
scoped, higher-order functional programming 
language, is available on UX (scheme). Scheme 
is the best known of the Lisp's that treat functions 
as frrst class objects. T, a superset dialect of 
Scheme, is also available. T is remarkable pri
marily for its speed (xt). 

Prolog: Quintus Prolog (PROLOG) is running 
on the VX machine, and Waterloo Prolog (wop) 
and SBProlog on UX. All use the Edinburgh 
syntax, are compatible with CProlog, and support 
modular design. 

AI on Microcomputers 

Public Domain versions of XLisp and PD Prolog are 
available for IBM-PC compatibles. XLisp is also avail
able for the Macintosh. Individuals may obtain copies 
from us at no cost other than providing a blank formatted 
disk. The University has a site license forTI Personal 
Consultant Plus, an expert system development tool for 
IBM-AT compatibles, and for Macintosh Allegro Com
mon Lisp. For distribution information, contact the Mi-
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crocomputer Center at 125 Shepherd Labs, 626-4276. 
Fortechnicalquestions,contacttheSpecialProjectsGroup. 

CLOS for Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp is available 
at no cost from the Special Projects Group. We also have 
a site license for Small talk -80 for the Macintosh. If you are 
interested in this language, contact the Special Projects 
Group. 

We have worked with a number of language implemen
tations on both IBM compatibles and the Macintosh, 
including Macintosh Allegro Common Lisp, TI PC 
Scheme, TI Personal Consultant Plus, MacScheme, 
MacProlog, AAIS Prolog, and Smalltalk. If you would 
like to try one of these products, see a demonstration, or if 
you have any questions, please feel free to contact us. 

Natural Language Parsers and Generators 

Several tools for constructing natural language parsers 
and generators are available to researchers. They run on 
both central systems and microcomputers. For further 
information contact the Special Projects Group. 

AI Consulting 

The Special Projects Group provides general consulting 
on artificial intelligence. We also provide ongoing sup
port throughout a research project, starting at the design 
phase and continuing to the project's conclusion. Please 
call us if we can be of any assistance. 

Software 

Additional Information 

An ACS Brief, "Artificial Intelligence Services," is avail
able at the ACS Computing Information Center, 1 Nichol
son. This brief provides additional information on available 
languages and services. If you have any questions, please 
feel free to contact us. AI HELP-Line hours are 3 to 4 pm 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. 

Special Projects Group 
1 Nicholson 
(612) 625-8332 

Ron Zacharski specializes in artificial intelligence and liberal 
arts computing. He is currently working on his Ph.D. disserta
tion in computer science on the generation of English sentence 
stress. 
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Graphics Software and Services 

Michele Lewis 
MAL@UMNACVX 

.. CS provides its users a broad spectrum of software 
&JI packages for graphics applications. If you want 
more information about the software listed in this article, 
you can call the ACS HELP-Line to speak with our 
consultants about these packages. You can also read the 
documentation referred to in this article. 

ACS provides varying levels of support for its packages; 
therefore, the packages described in this article are sepa
rated into groups that reflect the support they receive. As 
in other articles in this issue, after each description, we 
include the two-letter mnemonic of the ACS system on 
which the package is available: VX for our VAX VMS 
system and CA for our CYBER NOS system. 

Strong Support 

Precision Visuals's selection of software packages are 
highly recommended for ACS users. Thestandardmetaftle 
that you generate from these packages can be viewed from 
both VX and CA machines and processed by many ACS 
graphics devices. 

For general-purpose applications, ACS recommends DI-
3000, GRAFMAKER, and PICSURE. The packages 
have been designed to be used by users of different 
programming abilities and requirements. On VX, see 
MOREHELP GRAPiflCS and the Graphics topic in 
ListDoc. On CA, see WRITEUP,DI3000 and 
WRITEUP ,PVI for more information on these packages. 

CONTOUR SYSTEM: A library of Fortran subroutines 
that allow the user to generate 2D and 3D contour maps 
and mesh pictures from either gridded or randomly located 
data. 3D views may be created from any point in space, 
from above or below the surface. (VX) 

DI-3000: A graphics software package based on the 
SIGGRAPH CORE standard. The package is a library of 
Fortran-callable routines in which two- and three-di-

mensional graphics are supported in both batch and inter
active environments. DI-3000 is device-independent and 
has many features including: full 3D viewing, graphic 
arts-quality text, dynamic color lookup tables, polygon fill 
and patterning, retained segments, visibility, highlighting, 
segment priority control, segment storage data structure 
save and restore, and full 3D modeling interface. (VX, 
CA) 

DI-TEXTPRO: A selection of publication-quality 
character fonts in two and three dimensions. These fonts 
may be accessed from any of the other PVI packages. 
There are ten different typefaces and the characters may be 
drawn as outlines or solid ftlled. (VX) 

GRAFMAKER: A set of Fortran subroutines for gen
erating line graphs, bar graphs, needle graphs, and pie 
charts. Some of the features include drawing multiple 
charts in a single picture, shading between curves on a 
graph, exploding pie segments, arbitrary axis positioning, 
and multiple axes. In addition, GRAFMAKER includes 
GRAFEASY, a set of subroutine calls that simplify 
GRAFMAKER even further for quick and easy graphic 
presentation of data. (VX) 

PICSURE: An interactive computer graphics software 
system for generating charts and graphs with a simple 
sequence of English-like commands. No programming 
knowledge is necessary. PICSURE can create line graphs, 
barcharts, pie charts, and text charts; in addition, multicharts 
can be created by combining two or more basic charts into 
a single composite chart. The package has an on-line 
tutorial and HELP facility for first-time users. (VX) 

Intermediate Support 

The following Computer Associates product receives 
intermediate support from ACS. The package is maintained 
and updated, but we recommend that new users examine 
the PVI packages described above for their graphics 
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applications. See MOREHELP GRAPIDCS or the 
Graphics topic in ListDoc for more information on DIS
SPLA. 

DISSPLA: An industry-standard library of over 400 
FOR1RAN subroutines capable of two- and three-di
mensional linear plots, pie and bar charts, 3D surface 
meshes, cartographies (e.g., with over twenty maps of the 
world viewable with any of twenty projections), color and 
pattern capability, contouring, elaborate annotations, and 
more. (VX) 

Minimal Support 

These programs have minimal support and are not rec
ommended for new users. 

CALCOMP: A library of Fortran subroutines using 
PLOTP AC to plot calendar, linear, logarithmic, and polar 
axes; grids; smoothed and dashed lines; arrows; arcs; 
spirals; ellipses; equilateral polygons; shaded bars; an
notations; and special characters. (CA) 

CNTOUR: A Fortran subroutine referencing PLOTP AC 
to produce contour plots with simple annotation. (CA) 

PLOTPAC: An elementary Fortran plotting package that 
provides higher-level routines and uses DI-3000 routines 
to scale and draw two-dimensional plots with axes. (CA) 

PLOT3D: A Fortran subroutine that creates perspective 
plots of three-dimensional surfaces with hidden lines 
removed. (CA) 

PL TSCL: An easy-to-use Fortran subroutine used with 
PLOTP AC to generate scaled, two-dimensional linear 
plots. (CA) 

PRNPLO: A Fortran subroutine, more sophisticated than 
SCLPLT, that is used for plotting grids, axes, titles, and 
lines on standard printers. (CA) 

Software 

SCLPL T: An easy Fortran subroutine for generating 
scaled two-dimensional linear plots for a printer. (CA) 

SYMAP: A program used to generate density plots of 
spatial data that are output on a printer. (CA) 

TEKLIB: A library of Fortran routines for drawing text, 
graphs with annotation, and other elementary figures. 
This library is also known as the PLOT -10 system consist
ing of the Terminal Control System (TCS), Advanced 
Graphing II (AG2), and the Character Generating System 
(CGS). (CA) 

Plotters and Terminals 

Most of the graphics packages listed above offer support 
for terminals such as VT100s with Retrographics and 
Tektronix and Tektronix-emulating terminals. 

ACS supports several hardcopy output devices: 

The Versatec plotter is a high-resolution color 
electrostatic plotter. The plotter produces up to 
10.56-inch by 17-inch color or 10.56-inch by 
163-inch black and white plots at a resolution of 
200 dots per inch. The Versatec plotter software 
provides for seven line colors and up to 512 
colors for solid area fill. Plots for the Versatec 
may be produced on CA from DI-3000, 
GRAFLffi, and PLOTPAC, on VX from any of 
the Precision Visuals Inc.'s packages-DI -3000, 
GRAFMAKER, PicSure, and the Contour Sys
tem and from DISSPLA. 

The Xerox laser printer produces 8.5-inch by 
11-inch black-and-white plots at a resolution of 
up to 300 dots per inch. These plots may be 
produced on VX from the Precision Visuals's 
packages and from DISSPLA. 

continued on page 212 
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Software 

continued from page 211 

PostScript files may be plotted on any of the 
Apple Laser Writers on campus, producing 8.5-
inch by 11-inch plots at a resolution of 300 dots 
per inch. The Precision Visuals packages on VX 
will create PostScript files. 

Documentation 

If you'd like more information about the software listed in 
this article, you can refer to the documentation mentioned 
above or call the ACS HELP-Line (626-5592) and speak 
with ACS consultants. User's guides for all packages 
published by a vendor can be ordered directly from the 
vendor. The Computing Information Center in 1 Nichol
son Hall will help you prepare vendor orders and has 
copies of all documentation available for you to examine. 
In addition, MOREHELP GRAPHICS and the ListDoc 
topic Graphics on VX, and WRITEUP,GRAFGEN on 
CA will tell you where to find out how to run these 
graphics packages on our systems. 

VMS systems programmer Michele Lewis joined ACS in 1982, 
while obtaining her computer science degree. She is also our 
graphics specialist. Michele is an avid rock climber, downhill 
skier, volleyball player, and a member of the Minnesota Rovers 
outing club. 
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ANNOUNCEMENT 

Open House for ACS's 
East Bank Computing 
Services 

We want you to help us settle into our new space in 
Nicholson. Please join us for refreshments and 
tours of ACS 's new East Bank Computing Services 
facilities on Friday, October 26, from 2 to4 pm. We 
look forward to seeing old friends and meeting new 
ones. 

ACS, University of Minnesota October, 1990 
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Database Packages: Software and Services 
Peter Oberg 
PJo@UMNACVX 

.. CS provides the following central system database 
lfi.l packages for research, instructional, and business 
computing. (The packages run on the machines indicated 
within parentheses: VX for the VAX VX, VZ for the VAX 
VZ, and UX for the ENCORE UX, CA for the CYBER 
CA.) 

INGRES: A relational database structure based on the 
mathematical concept of a relation, typically used in 
scientific and business applications. Data is represented 
in rows and columns called domains. Data structures, 
called tables, are manipulated through data manipulation 
language operations. You access INGRES databases 
through the SQL natural language, the ESQL interface 
using Pascal, Fortran, Cobol, and C, or menu-driven 
facilities for the non-programmer. Documentation includes 
a four-volume set of INGRES Reference Manuals and 
RTINGRES on-line menu facility. (VX) 

SIR: The Scientific Information Retrieval system is a 
case-oriented, self contained database management sys
tem that is hierarchical and network -oriented. (A hierarchy 
is a data structure in which one record is said to own many 
other records in a top-down or tree-like structure.) It is 
often used in scientific and business applications. SIR can 
easily exchange data with SPSS, B:MDP, and SAS statistical 
packages. It also provides report-writing and table-gen-

erating routines. Documentation includes the SIR User's 
Manual and SIRHELP, an on-line help utility. (VX,CA) 

Rdb: The Digital Equipment relational database man
agement product that supports a full set of utilities and data 
definition and manipulation languages that let you create, 
query, and maintain your scientific and business infor
mation. Documentation includes the Guide to Database 
Design and SQL Users Guide, an on-line help utility for 
SQL. (VX,VZ) 

S2000: S2000 is a hierarchical data base management 
system primarily used in business applications. As a 
general-purpose system, it allows the user to maintain 
information and update stored records. S 2000 contains an 
easy query language designed to permit non-programmers 
to perform searches of their data. Documentation includes 
the S2000 Support Manual. (CA) 

For More Information 

All of the documentation referred to above is available in 
our Computing Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. If 
you would like help in choosing a database package for 
your project, call the HELP-Line at 626-5592, Monday to 
Friday, 8 to 5, for more information. 
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Programming Languages 
Jim Miner 
JFM@UMNACVX 

JFM@VX.ACS.UMN.EDU 

D he following table shows the variety of program
ming -language processors available on our central 

systems. 

Our language processors are also described in the ACS 
Brief Software onACS Central Systems, distributed free at 
our Computing Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. 

Language Processors at ACS 

Language Description of the language 
System Name Version Description (Source) 

ACSL Advanced Continuous Simulation Language 
VX 8Ll/8R2 (Mitchell and Gauthier Assoc.). See HELP ACSL. 

214 

Ada General-purpose structured language. 

APL 

BASIC 

c 

C++ 

COBOL 

VX Ada 2.1 ANSI 1983 Standard Ada compiler (DEC). See HELP ADA. 

A Programming Language. Numerical + operator-oriented language. 
CA APL 2.1 APL interpreter (CDC+ U of Massachusetts) 

Beginners All-purpose Symbolic Instruction Code. 
UX basic 1.8 Dartmouth Basic 
VX BASIC 3.4 BASIC compiler (DEC) 
CA BASIC 3.5 BASIC compiler (CDC) 

C Programming Language. 
ux cc 2.01 r005 C compiler (Encore) 
vx cc 2.4 C compiler (DEC) 

Extended C Programming Language. 
ux cc 1.2.1 

COmmon Business-Oriented Language. 
VX COBOL 4.3 
CA COBOLS 5.3 

C++ compiler (AT&1) 

COBOL-74 compiler (DEC) 
COBOL-74 compiler (CDC) 
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Language Description of the language 
System Name Version Description (Source) 

Emulators Assembly Language Simulators for another computer. 
UX bsim 3.0 iPSC-Intel Hypercube simulator (Intel) Built-in help. 
VX ISPS 6 (12) Instruction Set Processor Simulator. Built-in help. 
CA EMULATE 1.0 CDC 3200 computer (U of Minnesota) 
CA MACRO 11 2.0 DEC PDP-11 emulator (U of Minnesota) 
CA MIXAL 2.0 Knuth MIX computer (U of Minnesota) 
CA MIXBYTE 1.0 MIX decimal machine language simulator 

FORTH FORTH-83 Programming Language and Environment. 
UX forth 1.1 very close to FORTH-83 (Mitch Bradley at SUN) 

FORTRAN IV ANSI 1966 FORmula 1RANslation language- numerical language. 
CA MNF 5.4 MiNnesota Fortran compiler (Use not recommended) 
CA FTN 4.8 ForTraN compiler (CDC) (Use not recommended) 

FORTRAN-77 ANSI 1977 FORmula 1RANslation language- extended numerical. 
UX f77 2.1 1001 Fortran-77 compiler (Encore) 
VX FOR1RAN 5.4 Fortran-77 compiler (DEC) 
CA M77 2.7 Minnesota Fortran-77 (U of Minnesota) 
CA FTN5 5.1 Fortran-77 compiler (CDC) 

General Purpose Simulation System. Discrete event simulation. 
CA GPSS 2.0 GPSS compiler (Northwestern U) 1 

GPSS 

String and List Processing Language. 
UX icon 6.3 Icon (University of Arizona) l Icon 

I LISP LISt Processing language - non-numerical, symbolic-expression. 
UX kcl 1.25 Kyoto Common LISP (I.M.S., Kyoto) 
UX lisp 38.92-3.0 Franz LISP (Encore) 
UX scheme 10.2 MIT Scheme 
UX xt 3.1 T interpreter/compiler (Yale Scheme Superset) 
VX LISP 3.1 VAX Common LISP (DEC) 
CA LISP 4.1 LISP interpreter (U of Texas) 
CA ALISP 3.2 LISP interpreter (U of Mass. at Amherst) 

MODULA-2 Modula-2 Programming Language. 
UX me 2.0 modula (liT) 

OPSS General Purpose Expert System Language. 
VX OPS5 3.0 (DEC) 

continued on page 216 
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Language Description of the language 
System Name Version Description (Source) 

Pascal ISO 7185 Standard Pascal. General-purpose structured language. 
UX pc 4.0 Pascal compiler (Encore) 
VX PASCAL 4.1 Pascal compiler (DEC) 
CA PASCAL 4.2 Pascal compiler (U ofMinn) 
CA APASCAL 4.2 Full ASCII Pascal compiler (U of Minn) 

PROLOG Logic programming language. 

RPG-ll 

UX wup 2.0 
UX sbprolog 2.2 
VX Prolog 2.4 

Waterloo Pro log Environment (U of Waterloo) 
Prolog compiler (SUNY Stony Brook). See man sbprolog 
Prolog compiler (Quintus) 

Report Program Generator II- business-oriented language. 
CA RPGII 1.0 RPG-11 translator (U of Minnesota+ CDC) 

SIMSCRIPT SIMulation tranSCRIPT language - discrete event simulation. 

216 

CA SIMII5 4.6 SIMSCRIPT 11.5 compiler (CACI) 

Smalltalk Object-oriented Language. 
UX st 2.0 Little Smalltalk (U of Arizona) 

SNOBOL4 StriNg Oriented and symBOlic Language- non-numeric language. 
CA SNOBOLC 3.3 SNOBOL4 interpreter (UC Berkeley+ Minn.) 
CA SNOBOL 3.10 SNOBOL4 interpreter (U of Colorado) 

System-Implementation Languages Machine-dependent, medium-level. 
CA SYMPL 1.4 SYsteMs Programming Language compiler (CDC) 

Jim Miner joined the ACS Programming Language Processors 
and Environments Group in 1981. During the last 19 years, he 
has worked on numerous software projects, including sophisti
cated analysis, simulation, data bases, graphics, compilers, and 
tools. Jim has participated in national and international pro
gramming language standardization committees since 1978, and 
is coauthor of a book on Pascal. He and his domestic partner 
enjoy volunteer work, gardening, and housekeeping for their two 
cats. 
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Michael J. Frisch 
MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 

MJFRISCH@VX.ACS. UMN. EDU 

.. CS provides an extensive collection of intemation
liJI ally known software tools for mathematics and 
engineering computing. Packages and subprogram librar
ies described in this article that are on our VAX computer, 
running VMS, are indicated by (VX), those on our EN
CORE UNIX computer are indicated by (UX), and those 
on our CYBER NOS system are indicated by (CA). Note 
that all VAX and ENCORE libraries are double precision. 

All packages and libraries on the ACS machines are well 
documented. Vendor manuals for these packages are 
available for reference in our Computing Information 
Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. 

Packages 

ANSYS44 is a general-purpose Finite Element Method 
package. Our academic copy can solve small to medium
sized problems. The two-volume ANSYS User's Manual 
completely describes the package and local on-line 
documentation is in MOREHELP APPLICATIONS 
ANSYS44. (VX) 

DYNAMO runs continuous simulation models described 
by a set of ordinary differential equations. Documentation 
is in the DYNAMO User's Manual. (CA) 

FORSIM is an ordinary and partial differential equations 
package documented in the manual FORSIM VI Simula
tion Package. (CA) 

GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) is a pro
gramming language for solving linear, nonlinear, and 
mixed-integer programming problems, particularly those 
that are large, complex, and one of a kind. Documentation 
is GAMS: A User's Guide and MOREHELP APPLI
CATIONS GAMS. (VX) 

LINDO solves small to medium-size linear, quadratic, 
integer, and mixed integer programming problems under 

interactive control. While it is intended for instructional 
purposes, LINDO is easier to use than G AMS. The 
package is documented in the LINDO User's Manual and 
inMOREHELPAPPLICATIONSLINDOon VX,man 
Iindo on UX, and WRITEUP,LINDO on CA and NV. 
(UX,VX,CA) 

MACSYMA is a full-featured algebraic manipulation 
package for symbolic calculations. It also has some 
limited graphics capabilities. The MACSYMA Reference 
Manual documents the package with local on-line docu
mentation listed in MOREHELP APPLICATIONS 
MACSYMA. (VX) 

MA TLAB is a matrix instructional package based on 
software from the UNPACK linear equations and the 
EISPACK eigenvalue eigenvector projects. Documen
tation is in MOREHELP APPLICATIONS MATLAB 
on VX, man matlab on UX, and WRITEUP,MATLAB 
on CA. (UX,VX,CA) 

REDUCE is another algebraic manipulation package for 
symbolic calculations with fewer features than MAC
SYMA, but it has some special physics capabilities. For 
local on-line information, see MOREHELP APPLI
CATIONS REDUCE which also tells how to find the on
line REDUCE User's Manual. (VX) 

SPICE simulates the electrical performance of semicon
ductor electronic circuits. On VX, see MOREHELP 
APPLICATIONS SPICE, whichtellshowtoreadanon
line copy of the 75-page SPICE manual. This manual is 
also available on CA by using WRITEUP,SPICE2. (VX; 
on CA, the package is named SPICE2.) 

Libraries 

BESPACK is a library ofroutines for Bessel and Airy 
functions with real arguments. ForcopiesoftheBESPACK 

continued on page 218 
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continued from page 217 

documentation, contact the ACS Computing Infonnation 
Center. For infonnation on VX, see MOREHELP LI
BRARIES BESPACK. (VX,CA) 

BSPLINE uses B-splines (piece-wise polynomial func
tions) to solve interpolation and approximation problems. 
A Practical Guide to Splines, on reserve in the ACS 
Computing Infonnation Center, describes the library. For 
infonnation on VX, see MOREHELP LIBRARIES 
BSPLINE. (VX,CA) 

CALGOPL is a special flle containing the source code for 
the Association for Computing Machinery Collected Al
gorithms, published in Transactions of Mathematical 
Software. It is usually updated quarterly. Documentation 
is in WRITEUP,CALGOPL on CA, in MOREHELP 
LIBRARIES CALGOPL on VX, and in the Collected 
Algorithms publication. (VX,CA) 

CMLIB is a library of 48 sub libraries in the public domain 
that solves a large variety of mathematical and statistical 
problems. Documentation is in MOREHELP LI
BRARIES CMLIB on VX and help libraries cmlib on 
UX.(UX,VX) 

EISPACK is an eigenvalue eigenvector library for many 
types of matrices. Documentation is available on-line on 
CAin WRITEUP,EISPACK and in two books, Matrix 
Eigensystem Routines: EISPACK Guide and Matrix 
Eigensystem Routines: EISPACK Guide Extension. 
(VX,CA) 

EPISODE, LSODE, and LSODI are libraries to solve 
initial value problems for stiff or nonstiff systems of flrst 
order, ordinary differential equations. Their documentation 
is in the EPISODE User's Manual, WRITEUP,LSODE, 
and WRITEUP,LSODI and in MOREHELP LI
BRARIES LSODE and MOREHELP LIBRARIES 
LSODI. (VX,CA) 

GRG2 solves linearly and nonlinearly constrained non
linear optimization problems via internally computed or 
user-supplied gradients. For copies of the GRG2 User's 
Guide, contact the ACS Computing Infonnation Center. 
For usage infonnation on VX, see MOREHELP LI
BRARIES GRG2. (VX,CA) 

HARWELL is a library of nearly 300 subroutines for 
solving mathematical and statistical problems. They are 
documented in two volumes of Harwell Subroutine Li
brary manuals with local documentation in MOREHELP 
LIBRARIES HARWELL. (VX) 

IMSLlO, the International Mathematics and Statistics 
Library Edition 10, is the most comprehensive of our 
subprogram libraries, providing over 800 routines for 
many purposes. You can get help with ordering IMSL 
Edition 10 manuals and use reserve copies in the ACS 
Computing Infonnation Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. The 
calling sequence for IMSL10 routines is given in 
WRITEUP,IMSLlO and MOREHELP LffiRARIES 
IMSLlO. (VX,CA) 

LINPACK is a library of subprograms that analyze and 
solve various types of linear equations. LINP ACK is 
documented in the on-line CA document 
WRITEUP,LINPACK and thellNPACK User's Guide. 
(VX,CA) 

MINNLIB, the Minnesota Subprogram Library, contains 
subprograms for operations on matrices, vectors, and 
linear equations; integration and solution of differential 
equations, polynomials and special functions; interpola
tion and approximation; and statistical analysis. MINNLIB 
isdocumentedin the on-line WRITEUP,MINNLIB. (CA) 

MINPACK is a library for solving problems that involve 
nonlinear equations and nonlinear least squares. It can 
compute J acobians internally or work with user-supplied 
ones. MINP ACK is documented on VX in MOREHELP 
LIBRARIES MINPACK, and on CA in 
WRITEUP,MINPACK, and in the MINPACK User's 
Guide. (VX,CA) 

MINSLIB is a library for solving problems in linear 
programming, unconstrained optimization, and linearly 
and nonlinearly constrained optimization. For documen
tation, consult the MINOS 5.0 User's Guide and 
WRITEUP,MINSLIB on CA. (VX,CA) 

NETLIB is an electronic mail system to distribute a wide 
range of public domain mathematical software in source 
code fonn. Infonnation about how to access NETLIB is 
given in MOREHELP LIBRARIES NETLIB. (VX) 
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PCGPAK solves sparse non-symmetric systems oflinear 
equations by iterative methods. Documentation is the 
PCGPAK User's Guide or in MOREHELP LIBRAR
IES PCGPAK. (VX) 

QUADPAK is a library for numerical integration 
(quadrature) of single definite integrals. Documentation 
is in the book QUADPACK: A Subroutine Package for 
Automatic Integration and in the on-line document 
MOREHELP LIBRARIES QUADPAK on VX or 
WRITEUP,QUADPAK on CA. (VX,CA) 

SPARSPK solves sparse symmetric positive defmite 
systems of linear equations and sparse linear least squares 
problems by direct methods. Documentation is in the 
SPARSPAK: Waterloo Sparse Matrix Package User's 
Guide for SPARSPAK-A and SPARSPAK-B or in 
MOREHELPAPPLICATIONS SPARSPK. (VX) 

YSMPLIB, the YaleSparseMatrixLibrary, solves sparse 
symmetric and non-symmetric systems oflinearequations 
bydirectnonpivotingmethods. Forcopiesofthe YSMPLIB 
manuals, contact the ACS Computing Information Cen
ter, 1 Nicholson Hall. (VX,CA) 

Documents 

This software is described in greater detail in two ACS 
manuals that can be ordered through the Electronics Desk 
in the Minnesota Book Center (Williamson Hall): the 
Guide to Applications Packages: Mathematics and Engi
neering, and the Guide to Subprogram Libraries. 

The Guide to Applications Packages: Mathematics and 
Engineering describes packages on our CYBER CA 
computer. The description of each package includes 
sample jobs for the CYBER, sample output, and infor
mation on acquiring documentation for the package. 

When searching through the Guide to Subprogram 
Libraries for the subprograms you need on the VAX VX 

Software 

or CYBER CA machines, you shouldfirstreferto the back 
of the Guide in its "Keyword in Context Index." The 
Guide also gives details on how to access each library on 
the CYBERs. On VX, the interactive command HELP 
LIBS gives details on how to access libraries there. 

You will find both these Guides and documentation for the 
software described above on reserve in the ACS Comput
ing Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall (625-7397). 
You can also obtain your own copies of the documentation 
from the software suppliers and in some cases (as indicated 
above) from us. In particular, the Guides are available as 
the on-line WRITEUP,MATHPAC and 
WRITEUP,LIBNDEX on the CYBER CA. 

For more information about these and other software 
packages for mathematics and engineering computing, 
call Mike Frisch, the Scientific Programs Librarian (625-
5830). 

Mike Frisch manages the Software Applications and Tools 
Group, where his main interest is Fortran scientific libraries and 
packages. 
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Networking 

Electronic Mail Services 

Jerry Steams 
JSTEARNs@UMNACVX 

D he whole campus is wired. 

The Ethernet Backbone is fiber optics cables that connect 
University computers throughout the Twin Cities in a 
campus network. Many departments have local area net
works in their offices, which are then connected to the 
campus network-the University Internet. This makes it 
possible to exchange files and electronic mail among 
many faculty, staff, and students at the University. ACS
and the other central systems computer centers, St. Paul 
and Health Sciences Computing Services-maintain 
connections among the campus and a number of worldwide 
computer networks. When you establish an account on an 
ACS computer, or other central systems, you are already 
connected to these computer networks. 

We are a member of BITNET, the Because It's Time 
Network, whose members number over 2000 educational 
and research institutions around the U.S., Canada, Europe, 
and beyond. There are now more than 15 BITNET member 
sites in Minnesota alone. Among the services available 
through BITNET is access to over 200 mailing lists that 
enable their members to share ideas and information about 
particular fields of interest. They are easy to join, and you 
hear the latest from colleagues everywhere. 

ACS also has connections to the international "Internet" 
network which is made up of localized networks all 
speaking with the same protocol. ACS computers can put 
you through to MRnet (the Minnesota Regional Network) 
or to CICnet (which connects the Big Ten schools and 
others). If you need a longerreach, we connect to MERIT 
in Michigan, NYSERnet in New York State, and the 
NSFnet (operated by the National Science Foundation), 
and hundreds of educational, research, government, and 
commercial computer systems throughout the world. 
Among many services offered through the Internet, users 
can connect to library card catalogs of other universities in 
the country, as easily as they can log into LUMINA, our 
own library system. 

Then there is DECnet, the Digital Equipment Corporation 
VAX network, which connects VAX computers across 
the campus. Through this we can reach other DECnet 
systems, and other networks like HEPnet, the High Energy 
Physics network. 

ACS also has access to UNIX network news groups 
through our ENCORE UMAX system. They can be read 
from The ENCORE UX, or from our VAX systems. And 
there are local discussion groups, or "notes" programs 
running on the ENCORE UX and VAX VX, as well. 

CallJ erry Steams, at 625-154 3, for more information, and 
look for the quarterly short courses on Electronic Mail 
offered at each computer services site, to learn more about 
how you can be in touch with the world. 

User Services Specialist Jerry Stearns coordinates all of the ACS 
short courses and teaches the VMS and electronic mail short 
courses. After hours, Jerry writes and performs radio theater for 
KFAl. 
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Connections 

Paul Tranby 
PDT@UX.ACS.UMN.EDU 

PDT@UMNACVX 

m uring this past year, as in every year it seems, there 
have been considerable changes in the world of 

networking at ACS and throughout the University. In this 
article, I'll take a look at the current configuration of the 
University Internet, the ACS departmental network, and 
the regional BI1NET network. I'll also mention a few 
upcoming changes. 

But first-some background. 

Definitions 

As users of our systems, almost everything you do in
volves the use of the University Internet in some way. For 
example, printing a file, using electronic mail, transfer
ring files, and in fact just logging in makes use of the 
University Internet. 

So just what is this "University Internet"? An internet is 
a collection of interconnected networks. The ACS depart
mental network is an example of one of these networks. 
The University Internet is an ethernet-like network that 
connects most of the computer systems at the University 
of Minnesota. The term ethernet-like describes the type of 
hardware technology that is used to physically connect 
these systems. The various segments of the campus 
Internet are connected via specialized high performance 
computers called routers. These routers control the flow 
of data over the network. 

To communicate over this physical network, all of the 
systems that use it must "talk" to each other using the same 
language(s), or, more correctly, protocol(s). Just as a 

Networking 

language is a set of rules that describe how we communi
cate, a protocol is the set of rules that defme how comput
ers can communicate. The campus Internet currently 
supports the TCP/IP (Transmission Control ProtocoV 
Internet Protocol), DECnet and AppleTalk protocol 
families with TCP/IP being the most common. 

Before you can use the UofM Internet to communicate 
with another system you first have to know how to address 
that particular system. With the U.S. Mail, you must use 
the correct address to send a letter. On the Internet you 
must also use the correct address, in this case an Internet 
address. This address is actually a 32-bit number but is 
normally written as 4 decimal numbers, each representing 
8 bits of the address, separated by a period. For example 
theinternetaddressoftheACS VXsystemis 128.101.63.1; 
UX is 128.101.63.2. 

While numbers are easy for computers to remember, 
people tend to deal better with names. Each system on the 
Internet has been given an official Internet name associ
ated with its Internet address. At the University this name 
usually takes the form host.department.umn.edu where 
host is the specific computer name, department is the 
organization in charge of the computer and umn.edu is the 
University of Minnesota educational domain (as opposed 
to some other university or corporation). 

This description of internet addresses and names applies 
to the TCP/IP protocol suites mentioned above. The 
DECnet and AppleTalk protocols also have methods of 
addressing and naming entities on the network. The TCP/ 
IP and DECnet names and addresses of the ACS central 
systems are listed in Table 1 on the following page. 

continued on page 222 
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continued from page 221 

Table 1: Network Names and Addresses for ACS Systems 

System Vendor[QS Internet addr~~~ 
vx DECNMS 128.101.63.1 
ux ENCORE/Umax 128.101.63.2 
CA CDC/NOS 128.101.63.6 
NV CDC/NOSVE 128.101.63.7 
vz DECNMS 128.101.63.14 
vw DECNMS 128.101.63.16 

The University of Minnesota Internet 

Although the University Internet is an ever-changing 
entity, Figure 1 gives a fairly accurate current representa
tion. 

Each fiber ring shown connects many co-located depart
mental networks on campus to the rest of the network. 
ACS, which for the most part is not physically located on 
campus, is in the center of the diagram. The LAN mark 
connections shown in the diagram refer to the ethernet
like capability of the University's phone system. 

As the diagram indicates, the University Internet is con
nected to a number of other networks. Note that the 
BI'INET network is not included here and will be de
scribed later. CICnet (Committee on Institutional Coop
eration Network) is a network of Tllinks (1.544 Mbps) 
connecting the University of Minnesota, University of 
Chicago, the University of Illinois at Chicago, the Uni
versity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Indiana Uni
versity, the University of Iowa, the University of Michi
gan, Michigan State University, Northwestern University, 
Ohio State University and the University of Wisconsin. 
CICnet has two connections on to the national backbone 
network, called NSFnet, which is financed by the National 
Science Foundation (NSF). 

MRnet is our local state network and stands for Minnesota 
Regional Network. At last count, MRnet had connections 
to over 30 other businesses and educational institutions 
around the state. 

Internet nru:n~ DE~n~tnQd~ DE~netname 
vx.acs.umn.edu 54.1 ACSSVX 
ux.acs. umn.edu 
ca.acs.umn.edu 
nv .acs. umn.edu 
vz.acs.umn.edu 54.3 ACSVZ 
vw .acs.umn.edu 54.4 ACSVW 

Upcoming changes to the University Internet include the 
upgrading of the link to the University of Minnesota
Morris to T1 (1.544 Mbps) and moving the link to one of 
the routers on the backbone. Here at ACS, we are 
investigating the feasibility of a second, redundant 10 
Mbps connection to the backbone. 

The ACS Departmental Network 

Although some of the finer details have been omitted, 
Figure 2 (on page 224) gives a general overview of the 
ACS departmental network. As you can see, all of our 
systems are connected to the ethernet network via some 
means or another. The ethernet router at the top connects 
our network to the rest of the University Internet. 

The ethernet terminal servers shown are 96 port devices 
that allow the connection of asynchronous terminals via 
our hardwired Tellabs multiplexing network and dial-in 
users via the University's phone system and modem pool 
to access our departmental network. Over time we are 
phasing out the Tellabs network and placing smaller 
ethernet terminal servers in the labs around campus. 
These are indicated by the LANmark terminal network 
cloud. 

The ethernet/AppleTalk gateway in the diagram is a 
device that connects the dissimilar hardware types of 
ethernet and Apple's Localtalk and also converts the 

continued on page 224 
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IP network 128.1 01.0.0 DECnet area 54 

Notes: IP addresses in the 128.101.0.0 domain are abbreviated, not showing the 
128.101 portion. The addresses shown inside the routers are DECnet addresses. 
LANmark, the ethernet-like capability of the UofM phone system, operates at 960 
Kbps. T1 links operate at 1.544 Mbps. The slow speed serial links vary in speeds 
from 14.4 Kbps to 56 Kbps. The routers used are from cisco Systems Inc. 
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Figure 1: The University of Minnesota Internet 
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continued from page 223 

dissimilar protocol types of TCP/IP and AppleTalk to 
allow the passing of infonnation between the two. These 
types of devices also allow us to print central system 
output to AppleTalk connected laser printers within our 
department and around campus. 

The CDCnet devices in the diagram provide the ethemet 
connectivity and TCP/IP protocol support for our CDC 
systems. The server .acs system is a UNIX system that 
among other things is in charge of our central printing 
services. 

The MSUSnet cloud is a network that connects, among 
other things, the various computer resources that are in use 
at the many Minnesota state universities. Unlike the 

University of Minnesota, which uses TCP/IP, DECnet, 
and Apple Talk protocols for interconnectivity, MSUSnet 
is built on the CCITT X.25 protocols. The msusgw system 
shown is a UNIX system that has been modified to provide 
a gateway for users between the two systems. The ethemet 
router connecting to the MSUSnet cloud is actually con
nected to a similar device in Mankato via the X.25 trans
port services provided by MSUSnetand therefore provides 
TCP/IP and DECnet connectivity between our ethemet 
network and the ethemet network in Mankato. 

Upcoming changes to the ACS networks include the 
installation of direct ethemet access in the campus labs 
and ACS staff offices. This is being done both to further 
the migrationoftenninals from the aging Tellabs network 
to local ethemet tenninal servers and to prepare for newer 
technologies such as X-Windows tenninals and worksta
tions. 

Legend 

0 network 

0 non-ACS 
network 

central c=::> computer 

a ~~~:ret 
ethernet 
terminal 
server 

CDCnet 

ethernet 
Appletalk 
gateway 

ACS ethernet 
backbone 
ethernet-like 
connection 
synchronous 
connections 
synchronous 

-- X25 connection 
........... multiple async 
.::::::::::· connections 

Figure 2: The ACS Network 
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BITNET 

The configuration of the regional BI1NET network has 
changed significantly over the last year. Originally, all of 
the connections between BI1NET nodes were dedicated 
synchronous links that were used exclusively for BITNET 
traffic. With recent software advances we are now able to 
transfer BITNET traffic via the networks portrayed in the 
frrst two figures. This has allowed the organizations 
involved to drop many of the dedicated connections and 
save a considerable amount of money in leased line and 
equipment charges. 

We have also taken much of the BITNET processing off 
the often overloaded VX system (BITNET node 

As Supervisor of the ACS Networking group, Paul Tranby 
specializes in data communications and networking hardware 
and software. Away from work, Paul spends his time with his 
wife, two kids, bowling ball, an underused workout bag, and an 
ever needy house, lawn, and garden. 

Networking 

UMNACVX) and have moved it to a new VMS system, 
VW (BI1NET node UMNACVW). 

Figure 3 (on the following page) indicates how the area 
BI1NET nodes are now logically connected. Table 2 
(following page) identifies each of these nodes. 

We plan to continue moving links off the UMNACVX 
system and onto the UMNACVW system and to continue 
to migrate the BITNET links from dedicated hardware 
links to network connections. 

continued on page 226 
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UMNHSNOS 

Figure 3: Area BITNET Nodes 

Table 2: Identities of BITNET Nodes 

226 

GACVAXI 
MACALSTR 
MSUSI 
SIMVAX 
UMNHCS 
UMNHSNOS 
UMNHSNVE 
UMNSOM 
UMINNI 
UMINN2 
UMNADMIN 
UMNACUX 
UMNACVW 
UMNACVX 
UMNACCA 
UMNDUL 
UMNMOR 
WISCMAC3 

Gustavus Adolphus College 
Macalester College 
Minnesota State University Systems- Central VAX 
University of Minnesota/Health Computing Services - Simulation Resource 
University of Minnesota/Health Computing Services - Simulation Resource 
University of Minnesota/Health Sciences Computing Services 
University of Minnesota/Health Sciences Computing Services 
University of Minnesota/School of Management 
University of Minnesota/St. Paul Computing Services 
University of Minnesota/ Administrative Information Services 
University of Minnesota/ Administrative Information Services 
University of Minnesota/ Academic Computing Services-system UX 
University of Minnesota/ Academic Computing Services-system VW 
University of Minnesota/Academic Computing Services-system VX 
University of Minnesota/ Academic Computing Services-system CA 
University of Minnesota-Duluth 
University of Minnesota-Morris 
University of Wisconsin-Madison 
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An Introduction to Ultrix at ACS 

Stuart Stanley 
sTuOO@uMNAcvx 

ID ltrix is the Digital Equipment Corporation's 
li!l (DEC's) version of the UNIX operating system. 
ACS has supported Ultrix for the last few years, even 
when there were only a few Ultrix installations on campus. 
And, as DEC extends its support for Ultrix on V AXes, 
RISC DECstations, and DEC Systems, and offers better 
opportunities to the educational market, the number of 
Ultrix systems at the University is growing rapidly. ACS 
is committed to helping other University personnel install 
and maintain Ultrix systems. This article is for those who 
are considering an Ultrix system. 

The Ultrix system is a hybrid of three versions of UNIX: 
BerkeleyBSD4.2,BSD4.3,andAT & T System V. The 
Ultrix system has been engineered to comply as closely as 
possible to the various new industry standards being set 
down by different agencies. In addition, DEC has suc
cessfully enhanced their Ultrix systems with additions, 
including communications, software installation, main
tenance, and data base packages. 

Ultrlx-32, the System 

Ultrix-32iscompatibleatthe source code level toAT&T's 
System V. This enables code written under System V to 
run on Ultrix after it has been recompiled and relinked. 
Ultrix also generally complies with AT&T's System V 
Interface Definition (SVID). 

Ultrix-32 is based primarily on UNIX BSD 4.2 with some 
enhancements from 4.3. This has resulted in a high degree 
of compatibility: 

• Shell scripts are compatible in both C Shell 
and Bourne shells. 

• The Ultrix C language and run time libraries 
are fully compatible with 4.2. 

• Bind is fully compatible with Berkeley's Bind 
version 4.7.3. 

• File systems are interchangeable as long as 
disk partitions are compatible. 

Ultrix-32 conforms to both the POSIX 1003.1-1988 
standard and with the base level specification ofX/Open, 
both designed to ensure portability. Ultrix-32 also meets 
the OSF (Open Software Foundation) level 0 application 
environment specification. 

Features of Ultrix 

In Ultrix DEC has tried to combine the best features of the 
different versions of UNIX and tried to add various 
utilities in order to make managing an Ultrix system easier 
and less time-consuming. We list a few of these subsystems 
below: 

RIS/setld: Digital has provided subset installation soft
ware for fast and clean software distribution via the setld 
command. This command allows a system manager to 
load and unload software subsets as needed quickly. 

Another advantage of setld is its interconnection with the 
Remote Installation System. RIS allows systems connected 
via TCP/IP to a server to load software from a single 
source. Once a system manager contacts ACS to validate 
a new set, they can use the setld command at their con
venience to retrieve and load software from the ACS 
Ultrix server. 

UWS (DECwindows): Window software for workstation 
systems. Ultrix provides an optional windowing system 
for Ultrix users. This subsystem can be installed on 
workstations or on systems that support workstations. 
The UWS system is based on DECwindows, which in 
itself is an overlay on the X-windows open system. It is 
also possible to disable DECwindows and use standard X
windows applications. 

continued on page 228 
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continued from page 227 

UWS provides a series of DECwindows applications for 
the Ultrix system, including mail, PostScript viewer, a 
debugger, a paint program, a notepad, a cardfiler, a calen
dar, and others. Many of these applications are visually 
identical to their VMS/DECwindows counterparts. 

DECnet for Ultrlx Systems 

Ultrix is equipped with the DECnet networking system, 
which enables the system to share files between nodes in 
a mixed VMS/Ultrix site. It is also possible to construct 
transparent network applications that do not distinguish 
what system they work under. 

With DECnet installed it is possible to host DECwindow 
sessions from different machines. In particular this means 
that fileviews can be opened from the Ultrix station, 
allowing a high level of interconnectability to other Ultrix 
or VMS systems. 

SQL, a run time version of INGRES 6.2, is now being 
shipped with Ultrix 4.0. SQL makes possible interactive 
communication with cross-network and local data bases. 
More information on this system will become available as 
we explore its capabilities. 

Stuart Stanley graduated from the University' of Minnesota in 
1990 with a B.S. in Computer Science with emphasis in business 
and studio arts. He works as an applications programmer for the 
VMS group and also supports Ultrix for campus installations. 
Stuart has also developed computer programs for several com
mercial software companies. Besides computing, he enjoys 
running, tropical fish, down-hill skiing, and Chinese cooking. 

ACS and Ultrlx 

ACS is the source for Ultrix at the University of Minne
sota. The Ultrix operating systems and many of its layered 
products are available via the DEC ESL/CSLG (Educa
tional Software Library /Campus Software Library Grant). 
The ESL/CSLG program provides hardware at large dis
counts and software for free with a yearly fee. For Ultrix 
systems, this fee varies between $100 a unit to $1000 a 
unit, depending on the power of the CPU in question. A 
DECstation 3100 is now rated at $100. 

This fall, ACS will provide permanent on-line access to 
the ESL/CSLG Ultrix software for distribution on a 
DECstation 5000. Until the 5000 arrives, software dis
tribution will continue to use a TK50. 

If you would like more information on Ultrix systems or 
the ESL/CSLG program please consult the DEC_ Systems 
topic within ListDoc. You can also call Stuart Stanley at 
626-1602 or Marisa Riviere at 626-0268. 
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The VMS Cluster: The Year in Review 
Marisa Riviere 
MAR!SA@UMNACVX 

Hardware 

~'a ince last year, ACS has greatly expanded its VMS 
D.l services. The original services offered on our VAX 
8650 are now complemented by three new systems-a 
VAX 6400 and two VAX 3100s, all installed in a 
cluster configuration with VX that enables the sharing of 
files, software, and peripheral devices. We also installed 
several new peripherals. 

With the new systems, we're better able to distribute VMS 
tasks to meet the needs of many different users. We will 
provide additional CPU power to all users and provide a 
richer set of software and hardware options at lower cost 
to University VMS systems. 

Future Additions 

We have plans for further enlarging the VMS cluster this 
year. For VX we will replace the present VX, the VAX 
8650, with a VAX 6000 with twice the scalor power and 
a vector processor. We will also add a DEC System 5000 
running Ultrix, further increasing the options and CPU 
cycles we deliver to University computer users. 

The VAX 6400 

First, in January 1990, we clustered a VAX 6400 with VX. 
This system is dedicated to a specific set of applications 
for one of our major VMS users. 

While making more CPU cycles available on VX when 
the 6400 users were transferred to their new system, the 
6400 also benefitted VX users by shortening downtimes 
after system crashes. Both systems, VX and the 6400, 
manage the cluster's disk system. When one system goes 
down, the other continues to manage the disks, preserving 
buffers and pointers, and allowing us to rebuild the disks 
after a crash much faster. 

VZ, the First ACS VAX 3100 

The VAX VZ, dedicated to external (non-University) 
users, has 24 megabytes of memory and CPU power 
equivalent to the original VAX 8600. 

We added the VZ system to meet two immediate needs: to 
provide additional CPU cycles and to remove non-Uni
versity users from VX, making VX eligible for software 
discounts available for systems used solely by the Uni
versity. 

VZ runs a subset of VX software, selected to meet the 
requirements of non-University users, including DEC's 
Fortran, Cobol, C, LSE, and Rdb, third-party software like 
SPSSX, BMDP,RATS, SAS, and SIR, and all our locally 
developed software from VX. 

While VZ users have their own disks, they can access VX 
disks, magnetic tapes in batch jobs, and all printers available 
from VX. New VZ services are provided by CD-ROM 
readers and TK50 tape cartridge units. 

VZ began running March 1990. For more information, see 
the VZ System document under the VMS_System topic 
ofListDoc. 

VW, the Second ACS VAX 3100 

The most recent system we've added to the cluster is 
another VAX 3100. The VW system is dedicated to two 
major tasks: for ACS staff to use for developing and 
testing software, and for forwarding and receiving elec
tronic mail, especially BITNET, for the University and 
other Minnesota educational institutions. 

Again, adding VW to the cluster leaves more processing 
power for VX users and will, in the near future, help us 

continued on page 230 
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continued from page 229 

maintain uninterrupted mail services when it is connected 
to an uninterruptable power supply system. 

New Peripherals 

This year we've added two hardware components to the 
VMS cluster: CD-ROM readers, available through VZ 
and VW, that allow access to optical disk media, and two 
T A90 I/0 cartridge tape units, available through VX. (VZ 
users use TA90 units in batch mode.) 

For a full description of VMS cluster hardware, see the 
VMS Hardware document under the VMS_ System 
topic of ListDoc. 

Software 

To configure and maintain the new VMS cluster, we 
explored a number of new features in DEC's software and 
developedcluster-wideextensionsoflocal utilities. We've 
successfully developed and reorganized local software 
and procedures to suit this purpose. Some of the changes 
will not be immediately apparent to users, but they all 
contribute to the stability of the systems. Other changes, 
such as those listed below, will be visible to users. 

The VMS 5.3_1 Upgrade 

On June 10 we upgraded the VMS cluster to VMS 5.3_1. 
The update included new versions of all DEC's layered 
products and a change in the third-party TCP/IP network 
support software. 

We are pleased with the performance of the new TCP/IP 
software from Multinet, and its initial incompatibilities 
with the previous TCP package have been corrected. 

The more important features of the VMS 5.3 upgrade are 
consolidation and enhancements for DECwindows and 
extensive network support through DNS, the Distributed 
Name Server, two important areas that we want to expand 
during this year. 

New DEC Software 

This year the VX system joined DEC's Campus Software 
License Grant program for systems that serve universities 
exclusively, making available a large number of software 
packages at no additional cost. In the spring we installed 
Basic and APL. We'll consider adding more software at 
your request. For a partial list of the available software, 
consult CSLG Options for VX in ListDoc under the 
VMS_System topic. 

Tape and Disk System 

We extended the Tape and Disk system to maintain the 
media library and to provide cluster-wide access control 
for media. The system now includes CD-ROMs, TU90s, 
and TK50s media. These are described in the Tapes and 
Disks Management document in ListDoc under the 
VMS_System topic. More information is also available 
from the VMS Help facility by typing Help Disks, Help 
Tapes, and Help Reserve. 

List Doc 

We added two new features to the documentation utility 
ListDoc: an "escape to a program" option and a mecha
nism to help you search indices. The "escape to a 
program" feature allows ListDoc to locate and run the 
specific software that handles alternative-documentation 
databases (usually from third-party vendors). The new 
Locate options (L) lets you move to a specific character 
string when you're scanning the indices. 

The NEWS Program 

NEWS informs users if there are new system notes since 
they last logged in. We've changed NEWS recently to 
identify cluster-wide and node-specific notes and added a 
/CLEANUP option to remove unread news, so users who 
use more than one system will not see the same items 
repeated! y . 

For more information on NEWS, type HELP NEWS. 
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POPmail 

We adapted a POP (Post Office Protocol) mail server for 
VX. VX users with POPmail software (developed by the 
Micro Center) and Macintoshes connected to the campus 
Apple Talk can now read their VX mail on their Macs, and 
send mail to all the mail networks accessible from VX. If 
you are interested in using POPmail, contact the Micro 
Center HelpLine at 6264276 for information. Also, a 
brief about POPmail is available through ListDoc. 

Plans for Future Software 

We plan to develop a user environment program to control 
access to the system, execute selected tasks for selected 

The VMS Programming Group, from left to right: Stuart 
Stanley, Maris a Riviere, Alan Kaufman and Dave Nieters. (Not 
pictured: Michele Lewis and George Karypis.) Marisa has 
headed the group since 1985. Alan, Dave, and Stuart are 
graduates of the University Computer Science Department, and 

Systems! 

groups of users, allow users to select tasks to be executed 
at login time, and set up default choices for editor, queues, 
and print options. The Environment program will also 
permit administrators and users of VMS accounts to set up 
cost limits for the utilization of resources. We are also 
designing Environment to help speed up the login process, 
that can be quite slow on busy VMS systems. 

Other plans for this coming year call for work towards 
windows and network-oriented applications. Additional 
features focusing on the administration of user groups
instructional users and general users-may be developed. 

Keep posted. We will let you know what's new! Also, 
we'd like to hear from you about what enhancements you 
would like to see on VMS. 

specialize in software engineering and system installation and 
maintenance. Michele transferred from the Applications Group 
to VMS early this year. George is a Computer Science student 
who joined the group this summer as a Student System Pro
gramming Trainee. 
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The VMS Cluster at a Glance 

Marisa Riviere 
MARISA@UMNACVX 

D n my article "The VMS Cluster: The Year in 
Review," elsewhere in this issue, I've described 

system hardware and software changes that took place on 
the ACS VMS services in the last year. We expanded 
those services for the increasing number of users who, 
year after year, select VMS or increase their VMS work 
with new projects. 

New users will, undoubtedly, benefit from an outline of 
system features, but, because of the wealth of software and 
functions available on the cluster, here we give only a brief 
list of available system features and references to additional 
documentation. 

All users of the ACS VMS system should be familiar with 
our printed manual, the Introduction to VMS Computing, 
now in the University bookstores. See also the ACS 
publication the Guide to Using VAXVMSMagneticTapes. 
The other references described in this article are on-line 
documents for specific topics; see the chapter on on-line 
documentation in the Introduction to VMS Computing to 
learn how to use on-line documentation. 

The ACS VMS cluster has many software products and 
applications, including packages for statistics, graphics, 
data base, text analysis, programming languages, text 
editing, mathematics and engineering, artificial intelli
gence, electronic mail, and conferencing and networks. 

Documentation on all these topics is available through the 
ListDoc utility. If interested, you can use the ListDoc 
utility on the ACS VMS cluster to retrieve more information 
about them. If you don 'thave a VMS account to obtain the 
documents,call theACS Help-Lineat626-5592 and we'll 
mail you paper copies. 

For system-oriented topics, select the VMS_System 
topic on ListDoc. You will find, among other documents, 
these: 

Welcome: An introduction to the ACS VMS 
cluster. 

Mail: How to use VMS Mail, BITNET, and 
other mail systems. 

Tape and Disk Management: How to keep 
track of your tapes and disks in the ACS Tape 
Library. 

File_ Protection: Describes VMS file protec
tion and explains group protection and ACL 
permits. 

Batch: Explains how to submit batch jobs and 
how to take advantage of the less costly batch 
queues. 

Under the Briefs subtopic in ListDoc, you'll fmd: 

Getting VMS Output: Explains how to send output 
files to printers and graphic devices. 

Text Editing Software: Describes the most 
commonly used text editors. 

Training and Documentation: Describes 
available classes, on-line training software, on
line documentation, and publications. 

ACCSTAT: Explainshowtoobtaininformation 
on the resources used on your account 

Other documents of interest are: 

VMS for NOS Users: Gives VMS equivalents 
to NOS commands. 
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DEC Systems: Describes discounts for hard
ware purchases, software maintenance, and ACS 
support and facility management for VMS and 
Ultrix. 

Other topics and subtopics that you'll find at the "root" 
level ofListDoc include mathematics libraries and appli
cations, E-mail and communications in general, text 
processing, statistics, graphics, administration of instruc
tional users, and many more. I encourage you to explore 
them. 

For general VMS commands, consult the VMS Help 
facility by typing HELP when on the system. The HELP 
facility "links" with the MOREHELP library, a local 
addition to the VMS HELP Facility that documents ACS 
services supporting VMS computing. 

As a VMS system user, you are important to us. We would 
like to hear from you-we'd like to receive your opinions, 
your suggestions about what you would like to see added 
to the system, and your questions and answers for us or 
other users. As a forum for this interchange, we suggest 
the Hints conference that is now open to all VX users. I 
encourage you to participate. To learn how to participate 
in Notes conferences, see the VAX Notes document in 
ListDoc. 

Systems 

Originally from Buenos Aires, Argentina, Maris a Riviere joined 
ACS in 1966, began working on VMS in 1982, and formed the 
ACS VMS Programming Group in 1985 when ACS began its 
VMS production services for general users. Her group attends 
to the "behind the bits" work required to keep the system 
functioning. She also coordinates a campus-wide technical 
group of DEC System users. Marisaenjoys traveling, usually to 
archaeological sites, and seeks out social and cultural experiences 
off the tourist's beaten track. 
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ACS's Central and Network Configuration 
Lawrence Liddiard 
LIDDIARD@UMNACVX 

.. CS systems provide research, instructional, and 
liJI public service computing. Our configuration 
diagram (on the facing page) represents the present ACS 
central and network configuration, our central system 
computers with their attached magnetic and laser disk 
storage and network devices. 

Although not shown on this diagram, ACS central systems 
have magnetic tape units for user interchange files and 
disk storage backup. These consist of 9-track, dual 1600 
and 6250 density units, a 7-track tape unit to assist in 
converting older media tapes, IBM 3480- and TK50-
compatible tape cartridge units, and a 4mm DA T unit. 

The Processor Key in the upper right of the diagram 
explains the content of the five large rectangles, which 
represent five central systems: the two CYBER systems, 
the two V AXNMS systems, and the ENCORE Multimax 
system. Briefly, each processor rectangle contains the 
following information: 

Above the top-left comer of each processor rectangle, in 
bold type, is a two-letter mnemonic ID. These mne
monics-NV, CA, VX, VZ,and UX-arecommonly used 
to refer to each system. Inside the boxes at the top left, in 
bold type, is a brief indication of the service provided by 
each system. At the top right, also in bold type, is the 
operating system name and numeric level. From the left: 

• NV, managed by ACS for the Institute of Tech
nology, emphasizes CAD/CAM (Computer
Aided Design and Manufacturing) software, as 
a Control Data Engineering Center running the 
NOS!VE operating system. 

• CA, the second system, is a Control Data Cor
poration (CDC) CYBER running the NOS 2.7 
operating system. 

• VX and VZ, the third and fourth systems, are 
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) VAXes 

running the VMS 5.3 operating system. Non
University service is provided on VZ only. 

• UX, the fifth system, is an ENCORE Computer 
Corporation Multimax system with 8 proces
sors running UMAX 4.3, a UNIX-compatible 
system. 

To the left in each system rectangle, beneath the service 
description, is the name and model number of the central 
system. Under the name and model number, the current 
number of central processors for the system is given. Also 
to the left for CYBER systems, beneath the current num
ber of central processors, appears the number of periph
eral processing units. These are auxiliary computers on 
CYBERs that perform input/output and "bookkeeping" 
operations besides controlling job flow. For VX and VZ 
the DECnet address is listed in this position. The bottom 
name,showninthestandardformofsystem.dept.university. 
educational-network, is the internet address for the pro
cessor. 

To the right, beneath the operating system name and 
numeric level, is a figure indicating the approximate total 
central processing speed of the entire system, measured in 
million integer instructions per second (MIPS). For 
multiple central processor systems there is a second line 
giving the processing speed in MIPS for a single processor 
and vector processors are measured in million floating 
point operations per seconf (MFLOPS). The next figure 
on the right gives the size of each system's central (or 
main) memory in millions of units-megacharacters 
(MCHARS) or megabytes (MBYTES) as appropriate for 
each system. The bottom network address is that for 
BITNET mail and file transfers. 

Other items in the diagram represent devices attached to 
ACS's central system computers and networks. Smaller 
rectangles represent systems dedicated to specific pur
poses. The circles above the processor rectangles repre
sent disk mass storage and paths attached to each system. 
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The disk capacity is given in megacharacters or mega
bytes as appropriate. 

Rounded rectangles describe input/output and network 
servers in this diagram and only the card reader is attached 

Systems 

directly to specific processor. All the remaining servers 
are attached to the ACS Lauderdale Ethernet; enabling all 
users to access ACS print and plot resources, file server, 
out-state campuses, and external Internets through con
nections to the University ofMinnesota backbone network. 
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Recent Changes 

A Review of Recent Changes 

Steven Brehe 
SKB@UMNACVX 

1111 CS made several important changes during the 
&3 summer; this article helps you catch up by sum
marizing several of the changes that may be of interest to 
you. 

Most of the changes mentioned here were discussed in 
greater detail in issues of the ACS Newsletter from June 
through September. These issues are available for refer
ence in our Computing Information Center, 1 Nicholson 
Hall. You can also get your own copies of back issues by 
calling 626-1093. 

Less is More: Some Rate Cuts, No Rate Hikes 

On July 1 we cut charges for mass storage on our UNIX 
and VMS systems and also reduced processor charges on 
our UNIX system. There were no increased charges for 
the current fiscal year. 

Our Contract Services Group also cut its hourly charges 
for custom programming and consulting. See our July 
issue. 

Services 

Our Computing Information Center (CIC), previously 
in Lind Hall, has moved to 1 Nicholson Hall. Our Fraser 
Hall offices are also now in 1 Nicholson. See Michael 
Dunham's article in this issue on CIC services. 

As of August 1, we have merged our statistics and da
tabase HELP-Lines with our general HELP-Line. Now 
you can get answers to your stat and database questions 
from 8 to 5 weekdays by calling 626-5592. 

We have expanded our Tape Library services to include 
cartridge tapes and CD-ROMs. Our July issue has an 
extensive description of Library services. 

Software 

On our VAX VX, we've installed the new BMDP 90 (as 
described in our June issue) and also installed Minitab 
7.2, Lisrel 7, and the IMSL Documentation Facility. 
(See our September issue.) 

On the ENCORE UX, our UNIX system, we've installed 
the new version of the S data analysis system. (See the 
September issue for a fuller description.) 

Our VMS Cluster Grows and Grows and ... 

To meet increasing demand for our VMS services, ACS 
will replace the present VX, a VAX 8650, with another 
VAX with twice the speed and power during the coming 
year. 

On June 10 we upgraded our VMS cluster to VMS Ver
sion 5.31, the latest version of this operating system from 
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DEC, and also upgraded many VMS software products, 
including All-in-1 and the Ada, Basic, C, Fortran, Lisp, 
and Pascal compilers. See our June 1990 issue for more 
details and see our configuration diagram in this issue for 
information about our current hardware. (For more in
formation, see Marisa Riviere's article on "The VMS 
Cluster: A Review.") 

As the CA Sinks Slowly In the West ... 

We continue to encourage users of the CYBER CA, our 
NOS 2 system, to transfer their work to our VMS or UNIX 
machines, or to other systems. In the meantime, ACS is 
committed to providing NOS 2 service until at least the 
summer of 1992, and we will give our NOS users at least 
a year's notice before discontinuing this service. 

On July 2, because of decreasing demand for NOS 
services, we downgraded our NOS 2 system from a 
CYBER 845 machine to a smaller, slower, dual-pro
cessor CYBER 830. Consequently a job now takes three 
times longer to run on the CA. You'll need to use the 
SETTL command to reset your job's time limits to three 
times longer to make sure your job runs to completion. 

Software I 

IMSL 10 Updated on VX 

Michael J. Frisch 
MJFRISCH@UMNACVX 

MJFRISCH@VX.ACS.UMN. EDU 

m n September 23, we installed an update to the 
IMSL Version 10 library on the VAX VX machine. 

IMSL, Inc. calls this update Version 1.1. 

The access method for the library is the same as before. 
Use the command: 

$ LIBS IMSLlO 

to locate the IMSL 10 library for the LINK loader. To read 
a three-page document about IMSLlO, enter the com
mand: 

$ LISTDOC IMSLlO 

The update corrects certain errors in IMSL routines. For 
a four-page summary of the corrections, enter the com
mand: 

$ LISTDOC IMSLlO UPDATE 

An IMSL Version 10 documentation update has also been 
published. The price for this is $27 for the complete 
update set, which is to be inserted in the seven-volume 
loose-leaf manual set. Contact the ACS Computing 
Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall, 625-7397, for 
details on how to order the documentation update from 
IMSL,Inc. 

IMSLlO users on the ACS CYBER NOS (CA) machine 
should note that we have frozen the software on this 
computer and we will not update IMSLlO on it. 
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Reading News with 
VNews 

Paul Fakler 
PWF@VX.ACS.UMN.EDU 

111 News is a utility on our VMS system that accesses 
aJI news groups stored on a remote server. VNews 
enables VMS users to read and send to electronic discus
sion groups on USENIX, where many diverse topics are 
discussed. The utility was written by Michael Dorl at the 
Madison Academic Computing Center, University of 
Wisconsin. The default USENIX server VNews uses is 
our ENCORE UX machine. 

VNews supports all of the standard VMS terminal types 
but works best on a screen-oriented terminal, like the 
VT100 terminal. To get started on VX orVZ,simplytype: 

$ VNEWS 

If this is your first time using VNews, the utility creates a 
XX.NEWSRC file in your login directory containing 
configuration data for your account. 

Initially you get access to all newsgroups, but you can drop 
your subscription to groups in which you're not interested. 
You can also edit the XX.NEWSRC ftle manually after 
leaving VNews to delete any newsgroups you're not 
interested in. 

Unlike most VMS utilities, VNews is case-sensitive; we 
recommend that you type in commands in lower-case 
characters. Typing h at any prompt within VNews will 
provide a summary of commands available at that point. 

For more information about VNews, type: 

$ HELP VNEWS 

Coming in our November 
Issue ... 

LOOKUP 
Finding Faculty, Staff and Students in the 
Electronic University Directory 

Networking 
Interactive Access Update 

DEC Systems Support 
VMS and Ultrix System Support: 
ACS Facility Management 

Math and Engineering Software 
Short Course 

A free two-day short course on Math and Engi
neering Software is being offered on Monday, 
November 12, and Wednesday, November 14, 
from 2:30 to 4:30pm. The course will cover use 
of packages and libraries: access, capabilities, 
examples, and using the most common routines. 
Contact the ACS Computing Information Center 
(625-7397) for registration details. 
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Short Courses 

Academic Computing Services 
Fall1990 

Central system courses are free. To register call625-7397. 
Some classes have size limitations: Register early. 

Introductory Courses 

Overview of the UNIX Operating System 
Section 2 

Converting from CA to VX/UX 
Introduction to V AXNMS Operating System 
Overview of the NOS 2 Operating System 
Overview of the NOSNE Operating System 

October 30 
October 15 
October 16-25 
October 19 
November 1 

T 
M 
TTh 
F 
Th 

2:30-5:00 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-5:00 pm 
2:30-5:00 pm 

Elective Courses 

Requires previous knowledge of operating systems. 

vi: UNIX Editor 
Section 1 
Section2 

C Programming on UX and VX 
Using SAS (VAX Statistics Package) 
Using SPSSX (Statistics Package) 
Math and Engineering Software 
INGRES (VAX Database Package) 
Electronic Mail and Networks 

October 17 
November6 
October 22-26 
October 29-November 2 
November 5-9 
November 12-14 
November 19-28 
November 13-15 

w 
T 
MWF 
MWF 
MWF 
MW 
MW 
TTh 

2:30-5:00 pm 
2:30-5:00 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 
2:30-4:30 pm 

Registration Information 

Prerequisites: Please check the course description list to see if 
there are any prerequisites for the class you are interested in. 
Instructors will not be able to review any prerequisite informa
tion. For more information on prerequisites, call the ACS 
Computing Information Center at 625-7397. 

Limits: Some mainframe classes have limits to class size. 
Please try to register early to be sure of getting a place. If you 
decide to cancel from a class, please do so as soon as possible, so 
that we can make the space available to others. 

Registration: Registration is located at ACS's Computing 
Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall. (Hours: 8:00am to noon 
and 1:00 to 4:30pm, Monday through Friday.) To register, call 
625-7397. Mail registrations will be accepted. You can also 
register by electronic mail-write to classes@umnacvx or 
classes@vx.acs.umn.edu. Include a day-time phone number. 
Please call to cancel if you later decide not to attend, so we know 
how many to expect. Deadline for registering is 4:00pm on the 
last working day before the class begins. For registration 
information, call 625-7397. 

Note: Thursday and Friday, November 22-23 are University holidays. No classes will be held. 
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I Short Courses 

Course Descriptions 

OVERVIEW OF THE UNIX OPERATING SYSTEM. An 
overview of the UNIX operating system, running on the EN
CORE UMAX. Logging on and off; simple utilities; files and 
directory structure; access permissions; the Shell, redirection, 
pipes and filters; metacharacters; editors-ed, vi; mail, write, talk, 
mesg; compilation and execution, (Fortran, C, Pascal); back
ground and foreground; processors, shells and subshells. One 
meeting. 

CONVERTING FROM CA TO VX/UX. This course will 
help you develop plans to change environments in your com
puting, whether you are leaving the University or moving to 
another computing system. Topics include moving data, pro
gramming languages, and special applications. The course will 
include a question and answer session, and can be just the 
beginning of dialogue to address any special situations. One 
meeting. 

INTRODUCTIONTOVAXIVMSOPERATINGSYSTEM. 
Overview of the VMS 5.3 operating system running on the VAX 
cluster. Logging on and off; utilities; files and directory struc
ture; commands and syntax; the EDT editor; symbols and logical 
names; procedure files; batch jobs. Three meetings. 

OVERVIEW OF THE NOS 2 OPERATING SYSTEM. 
Hardware, software, commands, and conceptual background of 
the CDC Network Operating System, Version 2.5 running on the 
CYBER CA. Topics include: file concepts; XEDIT basics; 
command syntax; temporary, permanent, and local files; sub
systems. One meeting. 

OVERVIEW OF THE NOSIVE OPERATING SYSTEM. 
An overview of the NOS/VE operating system used on the 
CYBER NV. Topics will include: command syntax; file and 
catalog concepts; on-line documentation; file attributes and 
manipulations, compilation and execution of programs; proce
dures and programs as commands; batch jobs. This is not a class 
for computing beginners. One meeting. 

vi: UNIX EDITOR. Editing flies on UNIX systems with ex 
(line editing) and vi (full screen editing). All the commands will 
be covered. Additional topics include terminal definitions, 
'.exrc', view, and examples of where an ex command is superior 
to a vi command in ease of use. One meeting. 

C PROGRAMMING ON UX AND VX. This course will in
troduce the C programming language (new ANSI Standard). 
Topics include: programming style, flow control, statements 
and operators, program structure, data types, pointers, functions, 
arrays, standard I/0, and the system interface. Some program
ming background is necessary. No operating system will be 
taught, but a class account will be available on the UX (UNIX) 
and VX (VMS) systems. Three meetings. 

USING SAS (Statistical Analysis System). Basic structure, 
job setup, and required statements, data manipulation and selec
tion, commands that control internal and external files. Prereq
uisites: Familiarity with VAX/VMS operating system and EDT 
editor is required. Three meetings. 

USING SPSSX (Statistical Analysis Package). Basic struc
ture, job setup, and required statements; data manipulation and 
selection, commands that control internal and external files. 
Familiarity with UNIX and vi, or VAX/VMS operating system 
and EDT editor, or equivalent knowledge, is required. Three 
meetings. 

INGRES (VAX DATABASE PACKAGE). Learn to use 
INGRES in the VAX. Topics include creating databases, re
trieving information using the English-like language QUEL, 
creating "ad hoc" reports, and using Application-By-Forms to 
develop data entry, data manipulation, and report generation. 
Four meetings. 

MATH AND ENGINEERING SOFTWARE. How to use 
mathematical software packages and the Fortran or Pascal
callable libraries on the ACS ENCORE UX, VAX VX, and 
CYBER CAmachines. How to access the packages and libraries, 
what their capabilities are, and examples of how to use some of 
the most common routines. Prerequisites: Knowledge of one or 
more of the operating systems (UNIX, VMS, or NOS 2), and 
Fortran, Pascal, or C programming language. Two meetings. 

ELECTRONIC MAIL AND NETWORKS. Intrcxluction to 
electronic mail and networks. Mail on the VAX 8650; sending, 
receiving, and managing mail, commands. BITNET addressing 
and uses. Other networks. Prerequisites: Intrcxluction to VMS 
Operating System or experience using VMS. Two meetings. 
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Short Courses 

St. Paul Computing Services 
Fall1990 

To register call624-7788 during regular University business hours. Walk-in registrations are accepted at 50 or 90 Coffey 
Hall. You may also register by sending electronic mail to classes@uminnl. 

CMS Electronic Mail November 2, 9:30-11:30 am 
Correspond with other computer users locally and world
wide, via BITNET. 

Internet Overview November 1, 10:30-11:30 am 
Use the SPCS mainframe to transfer files to/from and log 
on to other computers on the Internet. 

PROFS Calendars October 26,9:30-11:00 am 
Learn how to view, maintain, and change your electronic 
calendar. 

ProComm October 18, 10:30-11:30 am 
Demonstration of the ProComm microcomputer terminal 
emulation package, as used with the SPCS mainframe. 

TinCan October 19, 10:30-11:30 am 
Demonstration of the TinCan microcomputer terminal 
emulation package, as used with the SPCS mainframe. 

NOMAD2 October 31, 9:30-11:30 am 
Demonstration of NOMAD2, a database management 
system. 

The following courses require previous knowledge of the 
CMS operating system. 

SAS/Stat October 16, 9:30-11:30 am 
The statistical analysis features of SAS, such as correla
tion, regression, and analysis of variance. 

SAS/GRAPH October 23, 9:30-11:30 am 
Explore SAS graphics capabilities for displaying data as 
plots, charts, tables, maps, and contour plots. 

CMS Utilities October 17,9:30-11:00 am 
Use CMS utilities for system enhancement, password and 
disk space management, and other functions. 

CMS Tapes October 24,9:30-11:00 am 
Learn how to specify, read, and write tapes. 

CMS REXX October 30,9:30-11:00 am 
Introduction to exec and macro writing in the REXX 
programming language. 

PC SAS Overview October 25,9:30-11:30 am 
Discussion of features specific to the PC version of SAS. 

Register Now! 
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j Short Courses 

Health Sciences Computing Services 
Fall1990 

To register please call625-5444 during regular University business hours. 
Walk-in registrations are also accepted at 5-235 Moos Tower. 

Introduction to NOSIVE Part 1 
October 16, 10:00-noon; November 15, 2:00-4:00 pm 
This course covers connecting to NOSNE, entering com
mands, managing files, obtaining output, and on-line help. 

Introduction to NOSIVE Part 2 
October 23, 10:00-noon; November 22, 2:00-4:00 pm 
This course covers batch jobs, printing options, job/ 
command control, special files, and file transfers. 

NOSIVE Full Screen Editor 
November 14, 2:00-4:00 pm 
This course covers creating and editing NOSNE files, 
expanded on-line help for each function, and customized 
functions. 

Electronic Mail on NOS/VE 
November 7, 2:00-4:00 pm 
Using the E-mail system on NOSNE to send and receive 
mail, transfer microcomputer files, and use bulletin boards 
and networks. 

PicSure Interactive Graphics 
November 1, 2:00-4:30 pm 
This course covers creating bar charts, scattergrams, line 
charts, pie charts, and combinations. 

Basics of Minnesota MEDLINE Searching 
October 25, 5:00-6:45 pm; November 5, 2:00-3:45 pm; 
November28, 8:30-10:15 am 
This class covers basic commands and the use of Medical 
Subject Headings (MeSH) in on-line medical literature 
searching. 

Minnesota MEDLINE Workshop 
October 17,9:00-10:30 am 
This workshop, designed for experienced Minnesota 
MEDLINE searchers, covers the more advanced and 
powerful searching capabilities of the Minnesota 
MEDLINE system. 

Free Computing 
Classes! 
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l Phones/Hours/Labs I I 
j ACS PHONE NUMBERS PUBLIC LABS 
l 

Administrative Office: 626-1600 TWIN CITIES CAMPUS 
HELP-Line 626-5592 

Access: Central System Interactive Micro 
ACS systems (UX,VX,VZ,CA) Printing 

3/12/2400 bps + 7 /Even/1 626-1630 East Bank 
12/2400 bps+ 8/None/1 626-1631 ApH 117 X 

LUMINA 626-2206 Arch 148 X 
Accounts: CenH X 

ENCORE,VAX,CYBER 625-1511 ComH X 
Computer Hours (recorded message) 626-1819 DiehlH 207/270 L X X 
Computing Information Center, 1 Nicholson Hall 625-7397 EddyH Annex 54 X 
Contract Services 625-2303 EE/CSci 4-204/250 I, L X X 
East Bank 1/0, 1 Nicholson Hall 625-5082 EltH 121 I,L X X 
Engineering Services 625-1595 FolH 14, 14a L X X 
Equipment Maintenance/Repair 625-1595 FronH X 
E-mail 625-1543 LindH 1 I X 
FAX 626-7440 LindH26 X 
Graphics Software 626-5592 LindH306B X 
Information, Lauderdale 626-1600 MasCanCtr M39 X 
Lauderdale Computer Room 626-0550 MechE308 L X 
LUMINA 626-2206 MoosT 8-425 X 
LUMINA Consultant 626-2272 NichH 1 L X 
Math and Engineering Software 625-5830 Phys 130 L X X 
Newsletter Subscription 625-7397 PioH X 
Permanent File Restoration 626-0595 SanH X I Public Labs (with ACSnet) TerrH X 

140 Blegen Hall 624-5278 VinH 203 X 
B40 Central Library 624-3269 WaLib9 L X X 
207/270 Diehl Hall 624-3128 
4-204/4-250 EE/CSci 625-9081 West Bank 
121 Elliott Hall 624-0866 AndH 170 L X 
14 Folwell Hall 625-4896 BlegH 140 I X 
1 Lind Hall 625-0801 MdbH X 
308 Mechanical Engineering 625-7352 OMWLB2 X 
1 Nicholson Hall 625-5082 
130 Physics 625-6820 St. Paul 

f 9 Walter Library 626-1899 BaH X 
MWNC Lab Manager (14 Folwell Hall) 625-7850 CentLibB40 I X 

f 

Publications Information 626-1093 CentLibB50 X l 
Short Course Registration 625-7397 ClaOff 135 L X 

J Shuttle Bus Service 625-9525 McNH69 X 
System Status (recorded message) 626-1819 Vet436 X t 
Tape Librarian/Operations Services 626-1838 f 

I - Impact line printers. I L - Laser printers. 

I SYSTEM OPERATING HOURS 
The ENCORE UX, VAX VX, VAX VZ, and CYBER CA On the first and third Fridays of each month from 5 am to 7 am 
systems run continuously from 6 pm Sunday until 6 am the the CYBER CA system is unavailable. Low -rate hours are from 
following Sunday. The systems are in unattended production 8 pm to 8 am Monday through Friday, and all operating hours on 
mode Saturday and Sunday from midnight until 6 am. It is Saturday and Sunday. 
unlikely that any tape requests or printing will be processed 
during these hours. Normal operations resume at 6 am each day 
except Sunday. 

f 
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